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PREFACE

The two-mile-long electron linear accelerator at Stanford is now a reality

The deelopment of this type of accelerator is barely three decades old and has

been carried out primarily at Stanford University The physical realization of

this new machine was done with great dispatch. The details of the story behind

this exciting scientific tool exist only in bits and pieces : in specialized profes

sional journals , in government reports , in internal memoranda , in laboratory

notebooks , in consultants findings , and , in some areas , only in the memories

of members of the staff,

The following pages present the story of this accelerator , the background

of the development of machines for high energy physics , the appearance and

evolvement of traveling wave electron linear accelerators , the design and engin

eering of this machine , the construction of the facility with particular attention

to geological considerations , calculations and planning for radiation containment,

and the use of the machine in elementary particle physics research.

Many sources have been drawn from in developing this narrative. Much of

this material existed previously but only in widely scattered, often one-of-a-kind,

documents. These, which are drawn upon heavily, are listed in the Bibliography

and are gratefully acknowledged

FIG. 1. - -Aerial view of Stanford ‘s new two -mile iong
linear electron accelerator.

On this narrow strip of land, Stanford has constructed a 10,000-foot long con-

crete tunnel, 25 feet underground. This tunnel, 10 feet by 11 feet in internal

cross -section , houses the accelerator proper , a copper cylinder approximately

four inches in diametem Electrons are injected into the west end of this small

cylinder and exit from it, after traveling its two-mile length , having been aced

crated to as much as 20 billion electron volts of energy.

Parallel to this 10 , 000-foot tunnel and directly above it at ground level is

another 10,000-foot long structure, a 17-foot-high by 30foot-wide sheet steal

shed This structure, called the “klystron gallery, “ contains all the components

and devices for providing for the acceleration of the subterranean electron beam

Integration of the functions of these two structures is performed via vertical
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kcupying 480 acres of Stanford University’s “academic lands , “ a 20-0eV

electron linear accelerator extends for two miles from west to east (Fig. 1).
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holes (penetrations1)in thc SCJYIItiflg arth fill. These penetrations , usually

20 feet apart along the entirt length, peimit interconnection between the equip

ment in the upper stauctur and the accelerator tube in the lower structure

(Figs 2 and 3)

FIG. 2--Phantom drawing of the two 2mi1e-long structures
comprismg the 2O-GeV linear accelerator.

At the exit (east) end of thc accelerator, another thousand feet is used up by

an underground ‘beam s’aitchyard which contains iragnets and other devices for

bending and directing the accelerated electron beam mto selected ?ltargct aieas’

where research with the beam is carried out. In this ‘tend station area’ are two

very large “target buildings . Pwo target buildings were planned in order to be

able (1) to be preparing one experiment in one target building while the betm is

in use in the other, (2) to ‘ share” the bean if desised uy directing pa ‘ of it ii one

one target building and part of it to the other, and (3) to design and equip the tw

target buildings differently for the two major classe: ol experiments performed

with this kind of machine.

Also near the east end of the accelerator arc the do or so large hu ldinhs

which provide office, laboratory, and shop space for the thous md meniturs oi

the staff working for Stanford University operating th Stanford Linear Acceler

ator Center (Fig 4)
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The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)is anational facility designed,

constructed, and operated by Stanford University under contract with the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission, The Congress of the United States authorized the

project in September 1961, A contract was signed between the Stanford Board of

Trustees and the Atomic Energy Commission in April 1962. Ground breaking

took place in July 1962. Construction and installation were essentially completed

in mid-1966, Research with the beam began in November of that year.

This accelerator, costing $114, 000, 000 to design and build, is one of the

latest and most esoteric of a continually growing family of gigantic devices to

serve the needs of the relatively young new science milled “High Energy Physics.”

U. THE EXPANSION OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION*

The exploration of the physical universe has proceeded in two directions,

opposite but not unconnected, Our knowledge has expanded to encompass phen

omena which take place on a scale vastly different from that of our immediate

experience , the astronomically large and the submicroscopicafly small.

Physicists now comprehend not only the structure of stars , the motion of

our own and other galaxies, the curvature of space, the possible ways in which

our universe has evolved, but also matter on a smaller and smaller scale: from

familiar objects to molecules; then to the atoms of which the molecules are com

posed; the internal structure of the atom with its electrons orbiting around nu-

clei; the nucleus itself, made of protons and neutrons and the forces which bind

them together; and lately even something of a picture of the inside of the proton

itself , complex and containing yet other particles . We are peeling an onion

layer by layer, each layer uncovering in a sense another universe; unexpected,

complicated, and--as we understand more— strangely beautiful,

The basic particles out of whose interactions and combinations our whole

universe seems to be formed are called “elementary particles. “ This is a term

whose significance has varied enormously as our view of the physical universe

has become more detailed and precise; the changes in its meaning mirror the

history of modern physics. In the time of Newton and for almost a century

thereafter the connection between the structures of different materials was not

understood and there were , in this view of our world , as many “elementary

particles” as there werekinds of matter: water, silt, oxygen, iron, quartz, etc.,

*
Much of the material in this section and the following section appeared in

a report originally prepared by a special panel on high en&gy accelerator phys
los in 1959 for the purpose of acquainting Congressmen with this field of science
in preparation for the U. S. Congress ‘ consideration of supporting the construe -

tion of the two-mile accelerator.
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FIG. 3-Cutaway drawing of the two 2-mile-long structures.
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an immense number. The uncovering of a finer structure to matter, malifly in

the nineteenth century, revealed that all matter, with all its different sorts of

molecules , was composed of fewer than 100 kinds of atoms; these became the

elementary particles of last century’s physicists.

Shortly before the first world war we had our first look inside the atom, It

appeared as a very small core , the nucleus , surrounded by one or more elec -
trons whose configuration and number determined the chemical properties of

the atom, More than three decades ago the tiny nuclei themselves were split

open. Observations were difficult, fuzzy, approximate, but clearly showed that

all nuclei were composed of combinations of protons and neutrons . And so , as

we peeled our onion and looked to more infinitesimal distances , we saw that our

approximately 100 atoms were indeed not truly the elementary particles of our

universe , but were themselves made up of a very few kinds : protons , neutrons,

electrons.

But the view that these three particles might be the ultimate elementary

particles of our universe has been emphatically destroyed. Remarkable ad-

vances in theoretical understanding and experimental technique have revealed

that the appearance of our universe is not nearly so simple . Various elemen

tary particles , when looked at with instruments which can resolve extrordinar

ily fine detail , revealed a substructure involving a host of new and strange par-

tides (see Fig. 5). Our onion has more layers.

High Energy Physics is the exploration of this subatomic world. It is con-

cerned with these phenomena, remote from our immediate and familiar sur

roundings. High Energy Physics research proceeds , not with any view toward

specific useful application, but by pursuing discovery for its own sake, It is the

very heart of modern physics , and the product of many centuries of effort to

understand our universe.

—6—

FIG. 5--The nucleus of the atom appears to be the source of
dozens of little-understood “elementary particles.”

We cannot know what will be discovered from deeper probings of the sub-

atomic world. Our only guide is past experience , and here the lesson is evident

that nature often turns out to be remarkably different from any expectation,

Such pure research, stimulated by curiosity and the satisfaction of accom

plishment, has given us knowledge and understanding of many of the phenomena

of our world. The practical results that must derive from continued exploration

with larger accelerators cannot be guessed. If the past is a guide they will be

numerous and fantastic. The one thing that we have learned to expect from na

tire is to be surprised.

‘, High energy physics is one of the leading intellectual developments
of our age. It is not only very exciting but experimentation in this
field will probably lead to some of the most important theoretical and
perhaps then the most practical developments of our age. “

‘Glenn T. Seaborg, Chariman, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

—7—

En, WAYS AND MEANS OF OBSERVATION

With our eyes we can distinguish objects whose size is as small as three-

thousandths of an inch. A microscope is used in order to see detail on a much

smaller scale than that. But the nature of visible light limits the sharpness of

detail that can be observed even with a microscope. Theory predicts and experi

meat confirms that with even the most perfect optical instrument it is not pos—

sibie to see anything smaller than about ten-millionths of an inch, a thousand

times the radius of an atom, a hundred million times as large as a nucleus. And

so in the conventional sense we cannot see an atom or a nucleus , nor can we ever

hope to do so. The exploration of atomic and nuclear particles demands a dif

ferent type of vision, different kinds of instruments.

One way to try to see atomic particles is to use light of wavelength much

shorter than that of normal visible light. Such short-wavelength forms of lights

are emitted only by sources that can inrt a great deal of energy to a single

light wave; the higher the energy, the shorter the wavelength and the more clear-

ly we can see.

However, short-wavelength light is not the only tool used to explore down

to nuclear dimensions and below, nor is it even the main one. A beam of sub-

atomic particles itself can be used, like a beam of light, to probe the atom, the

nucleus , and beyond. Particles of matter--electrons , protons , and all the rest

--behave in many phenomena exactly like light waves . They,too , have associated

with their m.otion a wavelength which decreases as their energy increases. And,

as with light, this wavelength limits the detail that can be examined with a beam

of particles. Thus an electron microscope, which uses an electron beam in-

stead of a beam of visible light, defines more detail because it utilizes electrons

whose wavelength is smaller than that of visible light. The definition increases

with the electron energy (Fig. 6).

OPTICAL
MiCROSCOPE

“LIGHT’ USED——’VlSlBLE LIGHT

ENERGY 2eV

WAVELENGTH —- IO5cm
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—
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LIVING CELL

FIG. 6--Comparison of four “microscopes.”

Of course, a “look” with a beam of electrons gives a type of picture differ-

ent from the kinds obtained with visible light. Beams of high-energy protons

furnish still another view of our submicroscopic universe. The various views

obtained by using different kinds of beams are all equally valid descriptions but

differ in the precise information which they give, It is figuratively as if we had

photographed our landscape with a variety of cameras , one of which films only

the houses , another the trees , a third the streets.

The familiar objects around us are unaltered when we turn on a light in

order to see them; the molecules and the atoms of a cube of sugar or a glass of

water are not appreciably disturbed by visible light. However , if we increase

the energy of the light or particle beam in order to decrease its wavelength and

see at atomic dimensions , then the energetic light waves or particles seriously

shake up the atoms and often break them up into their constituent electrons and
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FIG. 7--Negatively eharged electrons are repulsed by the like charge
from the negative side of a power supply and attracted by the
opposite charge of the other side. In moving through the volt-
age field, the electron gains energy. Electrostatic accelerator
development concentrated on the design of various kinds of
power supplies to provide higher and higher voltages and con-
sequently higher and higher energies.

to the sum of the voltages on all the capacitors. This last technique is the basis of

the “Cockroft-iValton generator typeof accelerator. Such machines are in use to-

day, generating beam energies as high as several million electron volts (MeV).

Still another technique . developed by R. Van de Graaff in the early thirties,

is to take the charge from a power supply and deposit it on a moving pulley which

carries the charge to a large sphere, a spheN smooth enough to retain the charge

without arcing. By doing this continually for some time, a very huge charge, and

consequently high voltage, is built up on the sphLre. The particles to form the

beam ther enter an accelerator tubc tt on end at ground voltage and are attracted

by the high voltage on the sphere a distance away. Beams generated in present

Van de Graaff generator type accelerstsrs have reached energies as high as

10 MeV By operating several hydrogen ion Van de Graaffs in tandem and by

alternating the charge of the accelerated particlcs by successive addition and

stripping of electrons , even higher energies are achievable.

B ThrtBirStqjjrheQcIotron

Again, back in the early thirties , evra1 people were working w un the LUCL

of having a beam of particles traverse a row of several relatively low voltag po

tential fields in succession. Pure physical size and €xpense limited the posibili

ties of this technique until E. O Lawrence at the University of California cc i eived

the idea of causing the beam to move circularly and to return to and re-travcrsc

over and over again, alternating voltage fields. Thus was horn the Cyclotron.

The principle on which this design was based is that any charged particle,

passing through the magnetic field between the poles of a magnet. is made to

change direction in a curved path see Fig. a). With a large electromagnet of

, ‘
rgj to cp t lto noc1eu ‘i • he tiahily i)000d pzotop

neutrons et’ ha ii ii i made . A dcl iii d ri atR a violently disturbs the

system that s obseri ed. in this a a utiiintt high —enerv ecani of Ight

(particles ) striking a trt.on or fleutr()r or ant odier target ji irtiele has tvo aSS()e

tated consequicces It offers a partial vimv of the target s intera) and it frees

Various new particles Inch may usually exist only within a struck particle.

Thus the main tools of the physicist who explores the subatomic universe

are the beams of high—energy jarticles which are his liglit anti the various de—

cices to detect these particles which are his ees.

Oar understanding of the ultimate structurc of matter and energy depends

UI 0 I grunt partiule acee1ecator - which - ha nci-g dci teens or pro

t I ‘ at C mj art to theni the enormous r . i e x I ‘s e’ to distances

I C t p I c ss 01 i sheet of paw

t itch
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iypes of subatomic partieie c o usc i to mi to beams in aurelerain

are electrons , protons , deuterons , ird al Ia particles. The last three, nuclei

of hydrogen, deuterium, and helium atoms recpectively, are classed as “heavy

particles and are positively charged. Electrons are negatively charged par-

tides , external to and much lighter than nuclei.

A Earijccelerators:Electrostatic_Acceleration

Around the middle of the first half of this century, men began to develop de

vices to accelerate beams of such subatomic particles so that controlled experi

meats could be performed using the beams as investigatory tools. These early

machines caused whatever particles were to be accelerated to pass through a

potential field . The higher the voltage of this potential field , the more energy

th atticle beam acquired and th most usefu it became.

Energies of particle beams are r teasured H units called ‘electron volh

(cv ‘lies f an electron pasae thro gh a cotential lie d of 300 volts , it wi I

acqu r an energy of 500 1 ctron volts ( 00 V) If a proton traverms s 10 00 -

volt potantial fietn, it acqut s an energy of iu,uOu etac ron volts 10 ‘evy isea n

energies of these inagmtudcs m easily anhieved in these early “electrostatic

type accelerators (see Fig. 7). Power ‘upplies to provide the necessai voltage

lot higher energies than thi wite not feas lie to build

To teach higher energies , everal techniques were developed. One wa to

aliow a particle beam to pass titi ugh severat such potential fields in successvr

gaining energy in each step. Another technique is to charge up several high volt-

age capacitors each to the maximum voltage of the available power supply and

then to discharge these capacitors all in series across an accelerator tube while

a particle beam is injected at one end. The resultant energy then is proportional

— 11 —
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FIG. S——Passing through a magnetic field, a charged particle is
made to change direction in a curved path (top). If the
magnetic field is strong enough the curved path il1 be
tight enough to cause continuous circulation.
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complete another semi-circle and pass between the dees , the voltage across thesufficient magnetic strength, particles passing between its poles and into the

magnetic field are curved in direction so much that they actually circle back on

themselves and continue to circulate , never leaving the field. Lawrence’s idea

was to have particles do just that but to pass through a pair of alternating high

voltage fields with each turn. The total energy the particles would achieve would

then be proportional to the number of circular trips the particles took.

La the device that materialized from this thinking, the particles actually

pass through two voltage fields , one during each half-turn. One voltage field is

set up along a complete diameter of the circleS After the particles pass across

this diameter once, acquiring energy, the voltage on the diameter is reversed.

Then when the particles have completed a haif-barn to cross the diameter at the

opposite side. they are again accelerated. that the particles do not feel the

presence of these voltages while they are moving from one crossing point to the

other, they are contained during their semi-circular movement in an enclosure

shielding them from the accelerating voltage difference.

Practically, this is done by building o devices in the shape of the letter

dee. ‘ It is as if an empty tuna fish can were sawed in half from top to bottom,

forming two dee-shaped cavities. These two dees are then put back together cx-

cept that a little space is left between them. This double-dee arrangement is

then set between the poles of a magnet. If charged particles are placed inside

one of the decs and are started moving, they will move in a curved path until they

reach the point of exiting from the dee. A high voltage is placed across the dees

of such Polarity that as the particles leave one dee and enter the other, they are

accelerated and increase in energy. The particles then continue in their path

until they have made a half—circle and prepare to exit from the second dec. By

this time, the voltage across the dees has been reversed so that on this second

inter-dec transit, the particles are again accelerated. Each time the particles

- 14 -

started in the very center of the apparatus and are attracted to whichever dee

has the appropriate voltage polarity. In this first dee , the particles begin to turn.

Then they cross the gap and enter the othr dee, having gained some energy. The

turn in the second dee is a wider semiircle than in the first. Upon reentry in-

to the first dee, the energy has been again increased by the traversal of the gap

and the semi-circle is larger again. Finally, when the path has spiraled out to

the periphery of the dees , the particles are extracted from the Cyclotron and

directed to a target in an experimental area. (This extraction is done by having

the magnetic field at a point on the edge of a dee be slightly reduced so that the

degree of turn is reducecL Then an electrostatic deflection plate attracts the

beam toward the desired target>

There is a limit, however, to how high an energy can be achieved in a Cy

clotron. This limit is set by effects due to relativity. As any moving particle

increases in energy, there is also a proportional increase in mass. This mass

increase (which takes place at the expense of the desired velocity increase) means

that as higher energies are achieved, the rate of increase of velocity is no longer

the same as the rate of increase of energy The increase in velocity with each

half—turn is no longer sufficient to compensate for the increased radius of the

semi-circular path. Thus the particles begin to fall behind the constant rate of

voltage change on the dees so that they no longer cross the gap at the right time.

Eventually they would fall so far behind that they would actually be decelerated.

In the ease of the Theavy particles , ‘ this effect is not significant until the

accelerated particles reach energies above about 20 MeV. This magnitude of

beam energy is very useful, Cyclotrons of energies in this range are in use

today, accelerating protons, deuterons, alpha particles, etc.

But the extremely small mass of the electron and the ease with which dee

trons can be accelerated to high velocities mean that this effect would limit the

dees is reversed so that acceleration contthues and energy continually builds up.

The continual reversal of voltage polarity is accomplished by connecting the

two dees to the two output terminals of a radio-frequency generator. This rf

generator produces an alternating voltage of a very high, constant frequency. A

constant frequency of voltage alternation can be used because of two opposite

effects which cancel each other. First, as the particles gain energy they of

course increase in velocity, traveling faster in each half-turn. However, this

same increase in energy makes it harder for the magnetic field to curve the ira-

jectory of the particles so that each half-turn is a semi-circle of larger radius

than the previous one. This longer path the particles must follow , because of

the larger semi-circle, is compensated for by the fact that the particles are

moving faster. Thus the time to complete each half-turn is always the same,

regardless of the amount of energy the particles have been given.

This constant enlarging of the circular path means then that the particles

actually follow a course which is much like a spiral (Fig. 9). The particles are
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FIG. 9--The spiral pattern of a particle beam
starting in the center of a Cyclotron.
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acceleration of electrons in Cyclotrons to only a few hundred electron volts. For

this reason the first attempts at acceleration of electrons to energies higher than

those achievable in electrostatic accelerators had to take an entirely different

path.

C. The First High Energy Electrons: The Betatron

This different path eventually led to the Betatron , a high energy circular

electron accelerator , the first one of which was built in 1940 by D. ‘NV. Kerst at

the University of Illinois. The principle of operation of the Betatron is similar

to the action that takes place in an electrical transformer. In a transformer, an

electric current is sent through a primary winding or coil. This current sets up

lines of force (flux) around the coil. A secondary coil , adjacent to the primary,

lies within these flux lines. Now if the current in the primary is caused to vary

in intensity, the flux lines also change in strength. This change of flux “induces”

a similar current to flow in the secondary coil. If the current in the primary is

increased , the flux ltues increase , and the electron flow in the secondary in-

creases (Fig. 10).

In the Betatron , much the same thing happens . Electrons are injected into

a doughnut-shaped vacuum chamber placed in a magnetic field, As for a Cyclo

tron, this magnetic field guides the electrons in a circular path so that they move

around and around inside the vacuum ring. The windings of this electromagnet

can also act as the primary coil of a transformer and the circulating electron

beam as the secondary coil. Increasing the current to the magnet increases the

flux to the “secondary’ md the circulating electron beam is accelerated , gaining

energy.

Of course, were nothing else done, the circular path of the accelerating

electrons would spiral out and the beam would strike the walls of the vacuum

chamber before much energy had been gained. In order for this not to happen,

— 17 —
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the strength of the magnetic fiek guiding the electrons in the circular orbit is

increased as the flux is increased Thus as the electrons gain energy and try to

ertlarge their orbit , the magnetic field increases and constrains the orbit to its

original radius.

MAGNET WHOSE
— COILACTS AS

(%______________)

PRIMARY WINDING

RCULATING
I BEAMAS

SECONDARY W1NDING

1
FIE0‘1GNETIC

FIG. 10--The principle of the Betatron is similar to ordinary
transformer action (a). The electromagnet which
sets the curved trajectory of the electron beam also
serves as the primary winding inducing energy in
the secondary winding, the electron beam itself (b).

_
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the guiding magnetic field can be increased in strength as the beam gains energy,

thus constraining the beam from increasing its orbit radius and time of motion.

E. grEnegyectrons: The Electron inchrotron

The latter of the above two plans was the first to be implemented. To achieve

higher electron eat rgies than practical in a Betatron , the Electron Synchrotron

was developcd Th. Electron Synchrotron is an accelerator which combines the

Cyclotron method of acceleration with the technique of having the magnetic guide

field strength increase as the electron energy increases due to traversals of

alternating voltage gaps in the circular path.

The characteristic of an electron which makes this technique practical is the

fact that electrons, being so light, are very easily gotten up to a near—maximum

constant velocity. Electrons travel at 98. of the velocity of light, the maximum

velocity, with only 2 MeV energy.

The Electron Synchrotron consists of a doughnut-shaped vacuum chamber

into which electrons are injected at about this constant-velocity energy by a

smaller aeeeli rater such as one of the electrostatic types, The electrons begin

their circular motion, passing through alternating voltage gaps in their path. The

vacuum chamber is surrounded by a ring magnet whose field makes the electrons

follow the circular path defined by the interior of the vacuum ring.

As the electrons gain energy and become harder to turn, the field strength

of the surrounding ring magnet is synchronously increased. This keeps the elec

tron trajectory in one single circle of constant radius. Because the electrons

are traveling at essentially constant velocity in a constant-length path, the alter-

nating voltages at the gaps can continue to be reversed at constant frequency

(Fig. Ii).

The changmg magnetic flux providing acceleration and the increasing rung -

netic field guiding the electrons can be produced by a properly designed common

magnet or by separate magnets . The latter technique provides more flexibility

in design and operation.

These changing magnetic parameters mean. of course , that the Betatron has

a parameter which a Cyclotron does not, pulse rate.” Tn a Cyclotron the pro-

tons can be accelerated continuously and can exit from the machine in a stendy

flow However, a Betatron must be recycled. When the mtguetic flux has in-

creased to produce the desired energy in the circulating electron beam, the tic

eelerated electrons are extracted from the machine , the original conditions must

be restored, and the entire procedure must be reeommeneed,

A new group (“pulse”) of electrons is then injected and the cycle is startcd

over again. The new 340-MeV Betatron at the University of illinois operates at

a pulse rate of six pulses (cycles) per second.

D. Reaching for Higher Energies

With the Cyclotron , proton energies of up to about 20 MeV are achievable.

During the late 1940’s , Betatrons were capable of producing electron energies to

70 MeV The aim for higher energies than these was made more practical. by

the independent but simultaneous work of E. lii. MeMillan at the University of

California and of V. L Vektler of the U S. S.R. Their studies of the C cloron

method of acceleration resulted in two different techniques for overcoming the

relativistic limiting of achievable energies caused by thc particles in the beam

getting out of step with the alternating voltages providing the energy increases.

To “synchronize’ the circular orbital beam traversals with the acceler

ating alternating voltages , either of two things can be done. Either the acceler

ating voltages can be slowed down as relativity slows down the beam velocity, or
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FIG. 11--Principle of operation of a Synchrotron. The entire
structure is doughnut shaped. Increasing the mag
netic field in the guide magnet keeps the beam in a
uniform circle. Oneor more voltage gaps provide
periodic acceleration.

The MeMillan-Veksler work appeared in t945 By the end of thst decade,

several Electron Synchrotrons in the energy range f from 300 to 3r0 111eV werc

built, At Fraseati, Italy and at the California Institute of Tehnology, Electron

Synchrotrons are now operating at energies ell above 1000 MeV (1 GeV).1(Evcn

larger ones , using some slightly different principles , have also been built. See

Section H below. ) Like the Bctatron . synchrotrons must also be “pulsed.”

F.

The other McMillan-Veksler alternative was used in the first attempts to

reach higher proton energies than achievable in Cyclotrons. Synchronization

1There are two common abbreviations for billion (thousand million) electron
volts. America uses “13eV, “ Europe uses “0eV. “ Because “BeV’ means som —

thing else in Europe and because of the extensive international intercourse in this
field, “Ccv” is becoming more and more accepted world nide. “GV’ will be
used here,
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0 beam cir ihtion w!tt the alternating accehrating voltage is achieved by re

duGing tF i it. w ti e i1ternatinr voltag evers as the particle bear

slows dow vith inerci energ ihis rnwhr c, the Sync rocyclotron, has i

constant—strength magnetiu guide field so that the beam path remains a spiral

from the center to ilie outer edges. As the spiral radius increases and relativity

causes the p rtictes to lrop behind the rate of alternation of accelerating voltag

the a ce1er ttng rf volt °t s ‘fi quer cy a odt lated. rh nean that the rate

f iternati rn of the v ha at tht gaps is slowed down at hc same rate the par

tide velocity increase is slowed down due to relativity effects. The polarity of

the voltage changes only when the Particles traveling in the semi—circle of the

dee can manage to get to the gap. the rate of voltage polarity change (the fre

quency of he vi zen xat r I is thc lowest when the particles have reached their

h ghest er crgk and tr at the cdi C I the Synchrocyclotron does , ready for ec

traction. This technique oereomes the problem caused by the relativity effect;

the changing dee voltage remains in step with the cycling of the particles. The rf

generator frequency decreases as the rate of increase in velocity becomes less.

The first large Synchrocyclotron was operated at the University of California

1946. Ihis machint produced proton beams of energies to 350 MeV. Rebuilt

later . this machine no achieves energies to 740 MeV. In Switzerland and in

Russia there are Synchrocyelotrons capable of energies to 600 and 680 MeV,

respcc ti vely

Were Synehrocyelotrons to be built to achieve energies much greater than

this a problem arises in ietainhiig the particles stably in their outer orbits.

Even with th s problem overcome there is also a practical limit front the point

of view of economics. Svnchrocyclotrons are huge machines. For example, the

Synchrocyciotron at the University of California uses a magnet which is over
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of voltage alternation is decreased as higher energies are achieved. In the Pro

ton Synchrotron, the opposite is the case: The frequency of the rf generator must

be increased as the particles speed up with increased energy.

Because there is no spiral motion in a Synchrotron , the guide magnet need

not cover the entire area of the round machine. Instead the magnet is constructed

just around the ring—like vacuum chamber. This cost saving is the big factor

making the Proton Synchrotrons preferable to Synchrocyclotrons at high energies.

The first two large Proton Synchrotrons completed in the early 1950’s ,were

the Cosmotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory (3 GeV) and the Bevatron at

the University of California (6. 2 GeV) Similar to these are several more, in

eluding ones in Russia (10 GeV), in France (3 GeV), at Princeton University

(3 GeV), in England (8 (1eV), and at Argonne National Laboratory (12. 5 GeV).

High energy Synchrotrons require that the electrons or protons be injected

into the accelerator after being previously accelerated to an appreciable energy

This is usually done by employing a smaller accelerator such as a linear accel

erator, itself fed by an electrostatic injector. These injectors assure that the

pulses of particles introduced into the Synchrotron have sufficient energy to

enter the designed orbit

H of Altcrna Gradient Accelerators

A new principle f guide magnet design , which was started in 1952 has led

to a series of accelerators capable of much higher energies than were economi-

cally practical vith any of the above techniques. The accelerators described

above all focus their beams using a technique called “weak focusing. “ To keep

the circulating beam from being displaced from the desired orbit either axially

)r radially , during acceleration , the mstantaneous guiding maetic field is

made to be a little less toward the outside of the circular machine than it is at

15 feet across and which weigh over 4000 tons. To hi ild a Snichrocyclotrrn

arger than this is extremely expensive rhe cost pir McV of cntiy Inc e ise

becomes higher and higher as the magnet becomes lag and larger

G. jotonchron

To reach higher proton energies , it was decided to return to the other

McMillanVeksier alternative This was the technique used for the Electron

Synchrotron, thi technique n which th strength of th go ding magnetic I e

was increased as particle energy was in’rea,ed during iccelera wi

The resulting Proton Synchrotron, like the electron machine, has a doughnut

shaped vacuum chamber into which the beam particles are injected. A ring mag

net surrounding the vacuum chamber keeps the beam moving circularly along the

center of the chamber As the particles air energy from travcrsi ig the a1ter

nating voltage gaps , the strength of the guiding magnetit field is increased Lii a

the particles continue to travel in a common single cneular path of constant

radius.

There is a major difference, however, between Proton and Electron ‘n

chrotrons As mentioned aovc, it is easy to get electrons to near the vilo ity

of light, where their velocity rmains nearly constanL This ueans that e1ee

trons in a Synchrotron complete each circle m the same amount of time regard

less of energy increase.

This is not the case for protons. They do not achieve this convenient near

constant velocity until they reach energies of about 5 GeV or more’ There c

as protons gain energy in a Synchr itron, they do continue to increase in velo dt

Because the path the protons travel is a constant one, they continually gain on

the alternating voltage at the accelerating gaps. So once again, the alternating

rf generator must be frequency modulated. In the Synchrocyclotron , the rate
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the same time at smaller radii. Thisslight distortion ( a “gradient” field ) prorn

vides restoring forces to maintain the desired orbit. However , the solution to

magnet design problems made weak focusing more and more eçpensive as higher

energies were reached forrn

The innovation which replaced weak focusing at higher energies is called

“strong focusing” or “alternating gradient focusing. ‘ The technique developed

was to divide the guide magnet into sections around the machine. Alternating

sections would have a slightly larger instantaneous magnet field at larger rad

ius while the intermediate sec ions would have a slightly less instantaneous mag

netic field at larger radius rogether these alternating gradient fields would

comprise a converging lens system which would provide the necessary focusing

more practically at higher energies.

This technique has been applied to many kinds of accelerators . Alternating

gradient Electron rnchrotrons , using this focusing method have been built fo

beam energies to 6 Coy at Cambridge , Massachusetts, at Hamburg, Germany;

and at Erevan, Russia.

Alternating gradient Proton Synchrotrons are in operation at Brookhaven

National Laboratory, New York ( 33 GeV) and at Geneva, Switzerland ( 28 GeV)

Being put into operation is a machine in Russia to achieve up to 70 GeV The

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission is supporting the establishment of an alter

nating gradient Proton Synchrotron to reach energies as high as 200 GeV.

Scientists at various laboratories are making conceptual studies of even larger

1The 12. 5 GeV Proton Synchrotron at Argonne National Laboratory, the
“zero-gradient synchrotron” or ZGS, accomplishes its weak focusing by special
shaping of the edge faces of the guide magnet rather than by having the magnetic
field decrease at larger radii.
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alternating gradient Synchrotrons , perhaps several miles in circumference,

to produce proton beams of man; hundreds of ‘i V.

Even the ear1yappearing Cyc ic ron has been embellished b3 a modification

of this ted niq e Using in “azirnuthally varing magnetic fidd ‘ (the mognet

lcoks like a in’h 1 of alternating high and low field areas ) to provide focu

ing , AVF Cyclotrons are in use today providing beams of several hundred MeV

of energy.

I. The Future

Nothing but economics limit the size of an ulternating gradient Proton

ynchrotror New innovations in ocam handling and in ad ipting such machines

to higher and high r energies ire constantly being developed. Thus this kind of

acceleration of protons can continue to higher energies with no theoretical limit

However, this is not the case for the acceleration of electrons. Any charged

particle constrained to move in a eircular orbit by a central accelerating force

radiates energy away from itself because of this acceleration. This means that

the partic1ec ii the beam re gi en energ’, to produce acceleration, they must

also he given additional ener,y to c )mpensate for the energy lost because of this

S hrotron radiation.”

The higher the energy th irtiele has been given ( the higher its velocity>

the greater is this energy loss by radiation. For any type of particle, this phen

omenon does not become a nuisance until the particles are traveling at nearly

the velocity of light ( “relativistic velocities” ).

The amount of this energy loss at a given energy is much greater for the

smaller electrons than for the much more massive protons For , the

energy loss is not so large thu it connot continue to be made up for by incrcas

ing the energy added at each accelerating gap. For electrons , however , the
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V. LINEAR ACCELERATORS

In the previous section, the development of linear accelerators was virtually

ignored. This was done for two reasons : (1) Linear accelerators are somewhat

ifi a class by themselves and were developed in parallel with but separately from

the circular accelerators nhich received much more widespread attention. (2) Be-

cause the subject of this writing is a linear d, a more detailed eiqiosi

tion of the techniques involved in linear accelerators is in order.

I_n the description of electrostatic generators , mention was made of the con-

cept of achieving acceleration by allowing a beam to traverse several voltage

ga.s m succession in a line, In the earliest and simplest form of the linear ac

celerator, a series of plates is placed in a line, Holes are bored in these plates

to permit the bEam particles free passage. Alternate plates (electrodes> are

connected together electrically. For instance, all odd-numbered electrodes are

connected together and tied to one terminal of a radio frequency generator. All

the cven-numbered electrodes are connected together and tied to the other ter

minal of the rf generator. Thus during one-half cycle of the rf generator, half

the electrodes are positive and half are negative.

LI bsam particles are placed between every other pair of electrodes , they are

are iii a proper voltage gap and are accelerated. As soon as they pass through

the hole in the second electrode, the rf generator cycles and the polarities on the

electrodes are reversed. The particles are now between the electrodes of the

other set of every other pair of electrodes. But because the polarities are re

versed, this second set now provides acceleration. This alternation or recycling

continues as the bourn particles traverse gap after gap and gain energy step by step.

Of cours. this energy gain means the particles are also gaining in velocity.

Because the rf generator is recycling at a constant frequency, the electrodes

energy loss is so great that before reaching an energy of about 10 GeV, the

electrons in an Electron Synchrotron begin to lose more energy than practical

power supplies c replace.

fhereiore, efforts to provide electron beams of energies higher than i rae-

heal in Flectr a Synchrotrons had to be confined to extending the development

(and size > of linear accelerators where the absence of circular motion removed

this relativistic obstacle.

1The energy loss per unit time or per turn due to synchrotron radiation n
a constant-radius Synchrotron is proportional to the fourth power of the par-
tide’s toti1 given emrgy and thus is .j function of the fourth rower of its id )CIty.
Conversely (and fortunately ) this energy loss is inversely proportional to the
fourth iiower of the particles rest mass.
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have to be spaced farther and farther apart down the accelerator. The particles

are moving faster and must not pass through an electrode before the rf generator

has had time to recycle.

To take advantage of thE most effick nt part of the output of the rf generator,

the electrodes are in reality cylinders. While the particles are traversing the

cylinders , they see no voltage field and are not accelerated. (These electrodes

therefore are often referred to as “drift tubes. “) The length of the successively

longer drift tubes is determined so that when the particles leave one drift tube

and cross a small gap to the next drift tube, the voltage from the rf generator

is just such to provide the most efficient energy gain.

The first beam achieved in an necelerator of this type was in one built about

1928 in Germany by R. Widerbe based upon a 1925 concept of G. Ising. The metal

drift tubes were housed in a large glass cylinder. 1-leavy positive partkles were

injected at one end and passed through the successive drift tubes and gaps. This

successful machine was the direct ancestor of linear or “resonance” accelerators

(Fig. 12).
EVACUATED

CLASS
CYLINDER—-

GENERATOR

FIG. 12- - Siniplitied diagram of the Wideioe type of linear aced -

erator. Positive beam porticies will be tccelcraic’
in gaps 1, 3 and 5. When the rf generator recycles, the

voltages on the drift tubes reverse so that accclei ation
takes place now in gaps 2 and 4.
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Durmg tilL 1930’s , machine’ of this type were built and buccessfully ope

ated with as many ‘is thirty drift tubes in the a tierator glas cylinder These

1intar acce1trator, however, were limited to accelerating only nuclei of re1a

tively ieavy atoms (hea y tOflb). rhis was becaue only heavy ions remain at

low enough velocity as thur energy mcrases. The lighter particles , such as

protons nd electrons, rsaLh vsiy h gi veloiti, t relatively low energies Be

cause of ths, e’thcr rid jlcsl3 mug rLift tubs wodid Ls ies. rquird w

order to permit such light particles to aontthus t ) move while the rf generator

slowly recyslcs or slsc it would hays beui n cessary to use rf generators which

recycle at cxtrc ely rap d rat s , on the order oi hundreds of millions of times

every sscond Long drift tubss wcrs not practic al and high [requency generators

of sufficrrf 1vwer did rot xist t that tin

Duimg thc latt 19JO w rking on the development of high frequency radar

systsm components , tia. 131 it h developed a high frequency oscillator , a micro

wave tubs cllc the ‘magnetron Wartime radar research m America resulted

ir othcr type of high frequency oscillator rh€. appearance of these sources

of hig.i rquucy ‘ow’ r mad o. siUc fu hcr ‘vrk on linear accelerators for

light portclc b ams. This post—Worh Wri II work was concntrated primarily

at so inst utions The development of electron linear ftccelerators was empha

sized it Stanford University Won on proton lmear accelerators was performed

at the University of California at Berkdey

Shrtly aftc: Wrld Var H, a ta.ra t the niersit of California Radiation

Labor tory under the dirction f 1 Mvtrezt developed a J2MeV proton

i C ar aced ratoi This machinc used i slightly different principle than that of

1Ar important member of the liv tics tesni wis W K II. Pmofsky, now the
Dirt ctoi I th St I I )r Lincar Icc e erator Cci t

FIG. 13 Simplified diagram of the Alvarez type of linear accelerator
Protons ii the gaps are accelerated When the rt generator
reverses the field so that the charge distribution on the drift
tubes is rei ersed, the protons 1hid in the drift tubes
through u rich they are moving. On the next field reversal,
the polarities are again as 9hown the protons have reached
the next gaps, and furthcr aeeelcration takes place.

In this 40-foot4ong ylinder there are 46 drift tubes of increasing length.

The protons are injected at 4 MeV with a Van de Graaff machinc , The rf gener

ator is actually nine vaeuum-tube self-excited oscillators , each coupled into the

cylinder and each pioviding 250 kilowatts of power.

The high power output of these oscillators requires this accelerator to be

“pulsed” in order to keep the average power output of the oscillators withm their

operating rangc Thus tie oscillators are on for less than a thousandth of a sec

ond lb times each sscond

This historu. machi re was di’mantled in 1958 , moved to the University of

Southern California, and put buck into opsration there

At the University of Minnesota, J. H. Williams has built a proton linear ac

celerator which provides 70 MeV protons This machine is built in three sections,

the heavy ion linear accelerators described above Rather than housing electri

cally connected drift tubes in a glass cyliner, Alvarez followed a concept of

J Woodyar d and housed isolated drift tubes in a large copper cyllnder High

frequency power was coupled into tMs cylinder by a small loop from a microwave

rf generator . The large copper cylinder was thus “excited” and acted as a

“resonant cavity.”

The dimensions of the copper cylinder 39 inches in diameter and 40 feet

ong, were selected so that when rf energy is coupled into it, a high voltage field

is set up bereen the two ends of the copper cylmder In this machine this reson

ant microwave field reversed 200 million times per seconth This resonant dec

tric field sets up standing radio waves in the cylinder. The alternating is agnetic

field m the cylinder induces alternating current flow on the di itt tubes At the

end of each half-cycle , each drift tube is charged oppositely at each end (no net

charge on any tube), and all drift tubes are charged in the same wayS With each

hrilfcycle, this charge orientation reverses Protons are injected when the in

put drift tube is positive and the closest end of the next drift tube across the gap

is negativeS The protons cross this gap and are accelerated. While the rf gener

ator reverses , the protons travel along this next drift tube. By the time the pro

tons reach the far end of this drift tube the rf generator has again reversed, the

electric field in the cylinder is rever sed , and the far err of the drift tube has r

positive charge Once agam the protons traverse a gap toward the negative

(nearer) end of the next succeeding drift tube, again achieving energy So long

as the electric field is in the accelerating phase (halfcycle) the protons are

crossmg a gap Diring every ther hall-cycle, when the field is reversed, the

drift tube charge distribution Is reversed, and the field is “decelerating, “ the

protons are in a drift tube Each succeeding drift tube is of course longer than

the preceding one because the protons are then traveling at a higher velocity

each much like the University of California machine , and each powered by an rf

generator called a “resnatron” especially developed just for this accelerator.

The British Atomic Energy Research Establishment has a proton linear acceler

ator at Harwell, designed for even higher energies.

Proton linear accelerators are also used extensively as injectors for large

circular proton machines , The injectors for the Bevatron at the University of

California and for the Synchrophasatron at Moscow are lOMeV proton linear

accelerators, The injectors for the Alternatmg Gradient Proton Qynchrotrops at

Brookhaven and at CERN are 5O-MeV proton linear accelerators.

This kind of accelerator is eclipsed by the capabilities of proton synchrotrons

and so probably will not be much extended for the purpose of achievmg high energy

protons. However, developments in this area have diverged with related ai xis in

mind. For instance, by not requiring high energies the ri generators can be on

for longer periods of time and thus proton beams of very high current (protons

per second ) can be produced. High current beams have particularly useful appli

cations in nuclear research.

Again , developments have continued in the field of heavy ion linear acceler

ators to achieve higher energies for such particles. Although not directly applic

able to elementary particle physics , such machines find great use n nuclear

physics and nuclear chemistry, Energies and intensities of heavy ion beams pr

duced in cyclotrons are too low for these experiments. The heavy ion linear

accelerator is ideal for this application.

Meanwhile , back at the Farm, the development of dec tron imea as .ele

ators was preceding and proceeding along with the abov. development of protor

linear accelerators.

EVACUATED
METAL ELECTRIC FIELD
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rL DEVELOPMENT or HE ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATOR

Two things took place at Stanhrd during the 1930’s which made possible the

tJniverits later peeializat on arid success in the field of high energy electron

linear accelerators One was the development of practical resonant cavities for

electron acceleration The otner vas the invention of the high frequency ampli

fier, the‘9klystro& tube.

For a while in 1934, Stanford Phy9 cs Professor William W. Hansen and

graduate student Russell Varian roomed Iogethr. Hansen was interested in find

ing a way of producing high energy x-ray by electron bombardment of a target

without invol ing the expense of building a huge electrostatic electron accelerator

Hansen and Varian discussed scveral techniquer , discarding each because of

impracticality or cosL

A. The Resonant ‘ Rhumbatron

Hansen conceived of thc idei of passing electrons through a high voltage

which oscillated at such a high frequency that there would be no time for high

voltage breakdown and a large vacuum chamber would not be required. His idea

was to couple some high frequency power into a small , copper cavity about the

size )f a small box or can in such a u ay that the cavity would oscillate. First

one end would be positive and the other negative, then the situation would reverse

Small holes were bored in the center of each end of the cavity so that electrons

could pass through If the electrons enter the cavity just as the near end is nega

tive and the far end positive, the electrons are accelerated through the cavity,

leaving the far end with higher energy than that with which they entered. This

device became known as the “rhumbatron. “ (Fig. 14).

IThe power feeding thc cavity came from a high frequency rf generator and

was coupled into the resonant cavity with a small coupling wire. In 1936 and
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connecting the couplmg wires at the same speed the electrons would travel

through the center of the in4ine resonant cavities.

PATH OF I I I I I I I

__

N PUT
POWER

F1G 13 Multiple resonant cavity accelerator. In this scheme
each cavity is excited with input power in succession
from a single source, using individual couplers.

B

Such a complex clistributs n 9chrne is possible and has been used. But the

design and construction of a multipli Iced ‘iystem to achieve the desired timing

relationships bE ecn c avilic9 is difficult in execution Instead, Hansen resorted

to another technique the utilization of a traveling radio wave

Into one end of hib string of resonant cavities , Hansen decided to introduce

a radio wave which u ild ravel down the length of the deviee A radio wave has

successive ciests aitcinating btwcen negative and positive. It such a radio wave

could be caused to Ron down the cylinder (made up of the cavity string) the pos

tive wavo crests and negative wave crest’ in motion would create a moving elec

tric field dclii cring enci g to each c vity Electrons could than be introduced

into the cylindci , coicidant with th appropriate wave erests

1The escntud piinciplcs of the design of a tiaveling wave linear accelerator
were established in lepcnd ntly and nearll simultaneously at Stanford and at the
Telecommunications Re eir h Establishment at Malvern, England.

NPUT
POWER

PATH OF —E _ _

ELECTRONS
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FIG 14- Single resonant cavity accelerator using the Rhumbatron
principle The input power is a high frequency oscillating
radio (microwave) signal which reverses polarity many
millions of times per second In the diagram, the half
cycle of the field, when it is in the accelerating phase, is
showiu

1937, Hansen built several different rhumbatrons of different sizes and shapes,

striving to obtain the most efficient resonant cavity

The natural extension to such a device is of course to place several resonant

cavities in a long line, endtoend (Fig. 15) Each successive cavity would then

add more and more energy to the moving beam of electrons However, it would

be impractical to try to “excite” each resonant cavity with an individual rf gener

ator It would be much simpler to connect together electrically each of the power

input coupling wires and to feed them with the output of a common rf generatorS

Of course, the excitation of each cavity must be properly timed so that the volt

age reversals (oscillations) take place properly as the electrons leave one cavity

and enter the next To do this , the signal from the rf generator would start at

the same end of the device as the electrons would, and travel down the line
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Hansen wrote, ‘Now if a particle be mtrodueed onto the leftmost wave cre,t

with a velocity equal to that of the wave, the particle will feel a steady f,rce to

the right and will , therefore , be accelerated. We have assumed that the wave

velocity is controllable; let it be adjusted in such a manner that as the part dc

is accelerated , the wave is also , and at just the same rate . so that the narticle

will always ride the crest of the wave and will always feel an accelerating forc

The particle will then gain energy at the expense of the field, and if all the ala ‘.

can be made to happen as assumed and the numbers are favorable , we may h’is

a practical means of accelerating charged particles

To draw an analogy Just as a surfboard rider is accelerated onto the bach

by riding the crests of ocean waves , Hansen believed electrons could be aec dc C

ated through a string of resonant cavities by riding the crests of radio waves

(see Figs. 16 and 17).

C The First Stanford Machine: The Mark I

Prior to World War II, Hansen was never able to put together a w rk’ng

model of such an accelerator with the high energies of intert st to the physi ist

One of the things which held back the effort was the lack of a si table high fri

queney, high power source of the traveling radio wave

Diring the war, the demands of radar resulted in the development of ses ri

kinds nf such microwave power tubes. One of these, developed b” th IL ‘tu

was a high power microwave oscillator tube called the “magnetron “ The a op

netron saw extensive use in the war effort as a power tube fc r rad se a

After the war Hansen together with Professors E. L Ginzton and J f

Woodyard examined former conclusions regarding the feasibilit of elm tron

linear accelerators This group , among several others , rccogriz-’d thm c

1Ginzton, Hansen and Kennedy, Rev. SeE Instr. 19, 89 (1948)
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FIG. 16 —Sirnp1iiied presentat on of the traveling wave prineip1e A high
I ‘e iuency radio wave 1’ C iused to flow down an deetrieal wave—
guide (a) Negatively charged electrons are pushed by the nega—
tie wavecrests and pulled by the positive waeerests to cause
motion to the right (b). This is not unlike the horizontal accel—
eration of a surf-board rider on ocean beach waves.

493I7A

FIG. 17- Cutawiy drawing showing internal configuration of accelerating
waveguide showing three cavity-forming disks, The dimen
stoning and spacing of these disks control the velocity of the
traveling way e so that the surf-board riding electrons can
remain in step with the wave crests
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proj€ ct tic Hanscii so r itt e a C t e—sentenct rep t We have ac 1

orated elect . ‘ Eventually the Ph k I was extended to otal of 14 feet and

provided 6—MeV electrons.

To build 10 CVfl higher energy accelerator, Hansen recognized that rf

sources \ou1d he required of power higher even than available with niagnetrons

To achieve such a de\ice. hansen decided to turn to the dee1opment of a high

power ampi

Ia St(()fl C ‘ inford sic c oproent

and rangu ( I ‘ S base(I () I t is osson arc t

cillatini ( Hg radio It ‘ [ ide these h fr c t icy (microw vs

radk I lie II it i n tr i inert o cc i x v s one of th

rest V t S 1 i t v t v ‘ e1 it, trricc ou at Stnfou

It t 1 1 J ro thex p t ii x 1 ice p 1 t t r d with bad

weather n t . In 193$ , bit r Ii t a sent a sugg3ta a I the Civil Aer

nautics Administration for determining the height of cloud layers by timing the

reflection of 1iht signals ainied at the clouds. This led theni to consider using

1The Mark I bcani had a pulse w idth of 0. 8 microseconds . a repetition rate
of 60 pulses per sconcl i peak current of one milliampere and an average cur—
rent of 0. 03 ‘nicr( IP(1’s,

war-devtlop ci magnetron madc. it oractical to build s lion linear accelata c

ir thE. rang ‘ ot .everal Me with ava able magnett a Jt w a also aopait t

that any highe magnhudc I energies would e uir tutl er ‘ Cv Jop at o psv e

sources in order to obtain a total power of several hundred mgawatts ) In l94

the first Stanford traveling wavt electron linear accelerator was operated. lh a

machine, later known as the Mark I, was 3-1/2 inches in diameter and three

feet long (see Fig. 18). It contained 38 cavities in its length. Using a 0. 9-

megawatt magnetron oscillator for the source of the traveling radio wave , the

Mark I generated a I. 5-MeV electron beam. Development of the Mark I was

carried out under the sponsorship of the U. S. Office of Research and Inventions,

later th office of Naval Research (ONR). For a C*iarterly Status Report ot ha

FIG, 18-- The original Mark I electron linear accelerator photographed
in the Stanfo d q adraagle and beiig h 1d by, left—to-right,
S. Kaisel, C, Carlsoa, W. Kennady and W. hansen.
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r crowav radio signal” whi h would penetrat buds I which wou

reflected by solid objects (see Fig. 19).

REFLECTED
PULSES OF

WAVES

£ L I 9 Principit u a’ r upration. ii Ci UVVL r ccrowa
transit 1 t ( C Wi) d an bject. at a t II i efle t Ii i

the objct it rcturred ti th e ra ar . t aIyis tf the tv
waves provid aformition abou th e po’ ti r f tic obja
High pow i Ira ismission is required at 1 a the sn I at

of the omall t eflacted vave en i b tIn t ‘t . Early dt ‘

used contiauua v av s (a). Lat r t cvc icats perirnttt

pulsed trariiiission (b).

By early 1937, the Varian brothers were both research associates at

Stanford working with Professor Hansen both on the rhumbatron and other mi—

crowave devices. Russell Varian dedicated himself to trying to conceive of a

technique for amplifying microwave signals to powers useful in radar-type
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applications. After the team having designed and built sevrai kinds of devices,

on June , l937R ssetl Varian conceived of the klystron principle.

I ic klyst I inicrov tr plifying uh baed on Htr n s rhurnbitr

I Us ci tr it n . pit. I 1o t i I I I t As dc’ ribed thov th

h ibatron x as ()flflt c ivity JelL tran$k x I energy I m a rf gnerator

to electrons passing through. \arbcns ve1ocit modulation principle was based

on his recognition of thc fact that the accelerated electrons , leaving the rhurn

batron cavity , would not be in a steady stream but would appear in bunches.

If a steady S ani of electrons is introdiieel into one side ol an oscillatinb

St’s ) t cay I I i locit I at i bets w 11 b affec d by thc stat of the

cil a g 1 c Ii ic I ii i y “l Li o at rivrng j ist a thc. ci ctric

I d is maxin urn ii he ae t phase will receive thc greatest increase in

velocity. Electron arriving a little before or after this time will be speeded up

a little less. Those electrons appearing at other times will he slowed down.

Now if all these electrons are allowed to pass down a drift tube after they

lcav the cavity, th faster oncs will bogin to catch up with the slower ones so

th,t ve itusllv bune ie’ of electron aie ftrrned Varian’s idea was to use these

urched dec r ‘ to citt anothe r ontnt C a ty in revcrse. In the first

cavity, a small iv crowave radio a gnal cause the cavity to oscillate arid these

oscillations affected the velociti of a traversing electron beam. Varian placed

a second cavity in the path of the bunchedelectrons. The hunched electrons pass

ing through the second cavity caused this cavity to go into oscillation just as the

S iscrowave sigi lid the first cavity . The oscillating magnetic field in the

( x tec “ se rid i ity th r utdt ed a currc it i i a small coupling loop inside the

C ity o coup e out the mwrow ive signal gem r ste I by the bunched electron

beam (Fig. 2O)

FIG. 20-- Principle of klystron amplification. Low level microwaves
excite the first cavity to oscillate. The electron stream
enters from the left and is bunched by the oscillations. The
bunches in turn excite the second cavity to oscillate. The os
cillating energy in the second cavity is taken off as amplified
microwaves

The microwave radio energy coupled out of the second cavity will have the

same frequency as the microwave radio signal driving the first cavity because

the second cavity has been excited by electrons bunched by the first cavity. How-

ever, the microwave signal coupled out of the second cavity will be of much

higher power than the microwave signal coupled into the first cavity. This is

because the power given to the second cavity comes from the bunched electrons

themselves which can be given high power before injection into the first cavity.

Thus amplification has taken place. A microwave radio signal has been am-

plified , being given increased powei at the expense of the electron stream The

first cavity in the kiystron is called the “buncher , “ the second cavity is called
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the “catcher. “
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In August 1937, the first such klystron amplifier was constructed and oper

ated by the Varian brothers at Stanford.

For the r ext two years the Varians and Han en concentrated on improving

10 1 lyst or i o ti to clii v better amp iest on and hgher power. Thes

any tubes i io did a continious oitput signal usful in ear y types of t cola

purpose radar systems. .Hnvvcr, in England the concept of pulsed radar w is

becoming well advanced. This kind of radar uses only short bursts of microwave

power spaced out in time. Measuring the time between transmission and recep—

tion of pulses w9 a more feasible technique for obtaining range information

Iii the early

:i ly oil

-I o Ised ml

In the meantime the British had also been actively working on magnetron

development, and by late i940 and early 1941 they had achieved considerably

greater power than the klystron’s 20 kilowatts—-perhaps as much as 150 kilo—

watts. Because of this earlier ouceess, the British put all their emphasis on

the lurther dcvi lopment of th magr etron, and di I not eontinuc any additional

development work on the ulsod Iclystron.

In 1944 , C nzk ii went h lcngla vi and i ivestigated the Britisi work oi pulsed

klvstrons. After his later return to Stanford, Ginzton together with Professor

M. Chodorow began a study of the possibilities of the generation of high pulsed

power by means of the klystron. Although the principal aim of their study was

to demonstrate the feasibility of very high povers and to determine ultimate

li nitationi, , the spe ific v oil’ was directed towards trying to achieve character-

sties required f r klystr ins t( 1 iive a very high energy linear electron aeeler

ator then being i iv stigated by H insen.

So two parallel endeavors were begun at Stanford. One was to design an dcc

tron linear accelerator to develop energies in the BeV range. The other was to

develop klystrons capable of producing the high power traveling waves necessary

to power such an accelerator. In 1918, Stanford submitted a proposal to the U S

C’ffice of Nasal Research presenting in considerable detail argument it favor

of a billion-volt electron linear accelerator. Under sponsorship of ONFI, work on

the project was started in 1948. This ONR-sponsored research and development

was known as “Task 16. “

Extensive work was also started on the development of the high power pulsed

klystron. This part of the 1)NR-sponsored activity was known as “Task 2.1, ‘ in

March 1949, the first such higi powet kiystron tube operated succe’tully [hi

ube operated at a frequency of 30()O mq,aeycles and delivered a pwer out ci in

the vicinity of 20 megawatts.

E. The Next Machine: The Mark II

Beginning in 1948 , several projects were underway, Stanford began to eon-

stnict a building1 to house a l-BeV electron linear accelerator. With O sup-

port, desig i work was begun on the l-BeV machine, research and dcv lopment

of the high power klystron were intensified, and construction was begun ot a

prototype machine.

This last machine, meant to provide an intermediate milepost on the way to-

ward the eventual construction of the l-BeV machine and to act as a prototype of

one of the many sections of the larger accelerator, was known as the ‘Mark II.”

tThis building was called the Microwave Laboratory a research tad ty in
Stanford’s Graduate Division with Prolessor Hansen of the Physics Dpartment
as Director When Professor hansen died in 1949 , Profcssoi Ginzto becan e
Director. Four years later another building was built to become the Microwive
Laboratory. The original building housing the accelerator became th H gh
Energy Physics Laboratory.
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Built under the direction of R. F. Post, the Mark II was first successfully oper—

ated in October 1949, using the first klystron tube built under this program. The

high power klystron provides the accelerating traveling wave by amplifying a

microwave signal provided by a magnetron. The Mark II, 3-1/ 2 inches in diam—

eter was built in seven two—foot—long subsections for a total of 14 feet Each

of the yen subsections otained 23 cavities Oper ting at 2853 megacycles,

ClOiOfl encrgi A uo to a ‘arl 40 M wie obtained with peal’ bcaa carrcnts

of about 10 millim ezeJ in one microsecond oulacs at 60-pulse—per—second

I epetition rate

The Mark II, sometimes modified and rb nit, has been in use for experi—

mentation in electron physics since 1950.

F. The Mark UI

The contract between the Office of Naval Research and Stanford University,

calling for work leading to a billion—volt electron linear accelerator. went into

e feet in June 1948 A organization named the Microwave Laboratory was set

U ) to C Try out th w xl’. to. Laborah ry work began in the “phy9ics eorner’ of

S anfords main quadrangle lut n early 1949, tne uuiidmg to house the large

celart br ‘as cornleted and the work of the Laboratory was transferred to

th new bui1ding

During the earl years of the contract work ‘has carried out in several

areas. The theory of microwave electron linear accelerators was studied and

advanced. Investigation was carried out of various accelerator structures to

determine which were most suitable for electron acceleration. (The linear ar

rangernent of resonant cavities forming the accelerator structure is more pro-

p r called “waveguide referring to the fact that the structure is designed

I transmission o rsveling radio wave ) Microwivc measuring techniques
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On January 8, 1951, 134 MeV of beam energy was achieved using five kly

strons feeding 50 ft t of accelerator On March 23, 1951, seven klystxons and

0 feet of aced rite V in place and provided a learh of 160 MeV. By April 6,

1331 Ii Mark I r hLd lit I U in ltngth and cight klystr )ns had been installed.

011 tha date this at iigetiert dclivered a bcaii of 180 MeV. During this time the

klyst ‘ons were oi cr s n at no more than half ti cit design value of 18. r mcga

watts. The highest cnergy obtained with the 80-foot Mark ifi was about 20(1 MeV

onJanuary 14. 1952.

The accelerator was operated at the 80-foot length until May 8, 1952. At

that date, the machine was disassembled The used subsections were cleaned

and assembly of the final 220-foot machine was begun (Figs. 21 and 22).

were developed for testing accelerator components. Further research into the

accelerator principle was carried out on the magnetron—powered Mark I 6—MeV

accelerator, Design, development, and construction of the high-power klystron

amplifier were intensified in order to be able to provide the necessary traveling

waves for the large accelerator, The modulating devices for pulsing the klystrons

or and off were dev loped. Components for the large accelerator were designed

and fabricated The prototype Mark IT acelerator was operated will th new

components , including the new high powc r klystron Constrution of the large

accelerator, now known as the Mark UI, was begun.

The accelerating waveguide for the Mark Ill was constructed in two-foot-long

subsections , each containing 22 cavities assembled with extreme care from an—

nular disks and four-inch-aliameter tubing of selenium-copper. Five such sub-

sections were then clamped together to form the ten-foot-long accelerating wave—

guide sections . Each ten-foot section in the machine was to be fed by one klystron

amplifier , all the klystron amplifiers to be driven by a common magnetron

oscillator.

The Mark ifi first opertted on the night of November 30. 1951). At that time,

a length of 30 feet of accelerator was assembled, supplied by three klystrons.

With each klystron providing an average of eight megawatts of microwa e power,

this operation delivered an electron beam of about 75 MeV.

In the following months, the accelerator grew in ten-foot steps. The four-

inch-diameter accelerator was mounted on 20-foot-long I-beams for support.

These units were mounted on the floor of the long accelerator building. Concre.te

shielding blocks were piled along each side and across the top. The klystrons and

their pulse-control modulators were housed in oil baths and high voltage cages,

respectively, along one side of the resulting concrete bunker,
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FIG 22——The first sections of the Mark Ill accelerator, as seen look-
ing in the opposite dire tion to beam motion (100km 8. w rd
the injector). Th twisted waveguide dtlivers power Ito ii

the klystrons to the acceicra or tube which is sup ite by
the I-beams, After conatruction, the accelex riot and I-beams
were surrounded by concrete shielding.

In June 1953, what had been called the Microwave Laboratory was divided

into two parts, the High Energy Physics Laboratory and the Microwave Labor-

atory. The High Energy Physics Laboratory, under the direction of Prolessor

w. K, H. Panofskv . was to be concerned with operation of the Mark II and the

Mark UI accelerators. The Microwave Laboratory, under the lirection of

Professor Ginzton, occupied a new building and continued develoy int work qn

1Panofsky had first come to the Stanford Physics Dep ir i cr rem the
University of California at Berkeley in July 1952 to participati in inning foi
research with the fvlark Ill.
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FIG. 21--Schcmatic and plan view of Mark UI.
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he new klystrons and other devices. Together these two laboratories were

called the • Hansen Laboratories of Physics.

By the end of November 1953, the Mark III had 21 ten-foot sections in place

but there were not yet enough reliably operating klystrons to power the entire

machine. The maximum electron energy up to that time was 400 MeV with 14

klystrons operating. At this time, Stanford Professor R. Hofstadter and his col—

laborators began their investigation of nucicar structure by means of electron

scattering using the Mark 111 beam. By December 1955, the accelerator was oper—

ating routinely with a full complement of 21 klystrons to yield an energy of about

600 MeV

The injector. the source of the electrons, is located at the north end of the

Mark ilL Injection into an electron linear accelerator can be a very simple pro—

ccss. In the Mark II the injEctor consists of very little more than a hot tungsten

spiral cathode arranged to em t electrons with energies of about 80 keV. Although

8O4ceV electrons have a velocity of only half the velocity of light, it still proved

possible to inject them into a section of accelerating waveguide in which

the acceleratlnh travaling wave has a phase velocity equal to the speed

of light. This does not seem so mysterious when it is realized that the high aced—

crating fields in the machine bring electrons very rapidly to almost the speed of

light.

A high energy electron linear accelerator is essentially a constant-velocity

device where the electrons travel at almost the speed of light throughout the en-

tire machine. (The traveling waves from the klystrons travel down the entire

1The third member of Hansen Laboratories, the Biophysics Laboratory,

was to come a few years later as an outgrowth of Professor Ginzton’s growing

interest in adapting electron linear accelerators for medical applications,

radiology, and therapy.
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properly on the wave crests , increase their energy, and deliver them to the

first uniform accelerator section ready for acceleration at near the velocity

hg

After leasing the machine at the south end, the accelerated high energy beam

passes into a beam switching area where it can be displaced either to the right or

) at k I IC tic ‘t Oh ( ) 1 C fl h allmt C( it rc ccd un I fit ed I

then enters thc cyperimcntal areas through holes in a wall of heay concrete.

Then on the far side of these experimental areas . a large earth mound serves as

uba(a ) duc II e r c to ci in I ti ii unc ng ‘am v -ir

p1 S5OL fst c’s I ( troii attering pro ram ; is one ( f mam kinds

of nuclear research programs carried out in the experimental areas of the

Mark III lurin his I c A iih pc i for I c hat o atorl th awar hag of

I 9 1 obt zc 1 ha s o I ss r H fstadtcr ‘for his once g stu u

of electron scattering in atomic nuclei, and for his thereby achieved discoveries

concer&ng the truetii—- of ii nueie m.

By cc e 1 I a n nc 4 t xt nioi C f Lilark III a cl rato n a’

under construction. This extension was completed by July 1960 and from this

time on routine operation at energies of 900 Mev was possible. One GeV was

obtainab c f a 1 ( k te )t1 I r g t ic OO I machine wert effective ann well

rocess i,

During the last half of 1963 , the Mark ifi was dismantled. New accelerator

sections , proc need to I ire ved desihn )f thosa to go into the two—tulle ma—

ci inc. rclace the o i, iou dark III scction By March 1q64, thc Mark III was

back on the air producing electron beams to I . 2 (3eV. Under the direction of

Profess r W. C Barbe i the ii gh Fn rgr Physics Liboratorv continues t oper

a c the Mirk II ml i I ill fl btis and signific ant schtdu c (Fig 23)

accelerator at the velocity of light.) The increase in velocity of toe electrons

from near the input end to the output end is extremely small. The electron energy

increase however is linear along the machine, Energy can be thought of as bemg

dependent upon both velocity and mass. Increases of energy at low velocities are

almost entirely in the form of velocity increases. At high velocities , ustug this

relationship, increases of energy more and more take on the form of mass in-C

crease. However , the sigmficant factor in accelerator physics is the beam

energy . Whether this is thought of as velocity or mass does not matter,

In the Mark II the electrons are injected at about half the speed of light. The

traveling radio wave, moving at the speed of light, “captures” most of thse ant

the electrons very quickly are accelerating in energy at a velocity close to the

speed of light. Thus the “captured” electrons can continue to ride the crests of

the traveling wave in near—synchronism.

But in this process , many electrons which do not enter the accelerator at

the proper time are lost. S th the Mark UI, a “bunching section’ is included

which pregroups the electrons for more efficient capture. This buncher is just

another piece of accelerator waveguide, but one in which the internal dimensions

vary along the length. The internal dimensions of the accelerator waveguide are

what establish the velocity of the traveling radio wave. By changing the inside

diameter of the tubing and the size and spacing of the annular disks , the velo ity

of the traveling wave can be controlled. In the Mark III buncher , the internal

dimensions are such that the traveling wave is less than the speed of light at the

input end and near the speed of light at the output end. Thus at the input end

traveling more slowly, the radio wake can capture more electrons, bunch their

1A more accurate statement of electron beam energy is Ec2/[l_(v2/02)]2

where m is the mass of the electron, c the velocity of light, and v the elect -

tron’s velocity. At low energies, this relativistic equation expands to the clacs

ical kinetic energy equation E4 my2, plus the electron’s equiviilent res energy.
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FIG. 23—— The Mark flI after i piac a cot of its no Icrat w sections
in 1964 fri this ph ) i-a h all I v I er ii d w ) r pla e
the c m rctt hi Id ‘ i)lO( ha ci I ) ) of h inc I a it ng
wall

G. Other Stanford Kivstron and Accelerator De\ clopnent

The developm ft of the le U on lii ii icc i itt r ‘ ci i k jst at

Stanford led t i a nor ber f impo I tnt b produc I a . Tb ugh
—

er k Iron

have now been built for a number of different operating radio frequencies nnd

different sues for th fensc applim ins Includn1 lhr d toot r wi ng

radar netwoias.
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A number of electron accelerators have also been built for medical and other

applications. Diring the mid-i95Os Stanford constructed a 10—foot. 33-MeV ae

celerator fot ancer therapy at Miertel Reese Hospital in Chicago, a 2O4oot

60-MeV accelerator for career rcsLaIcIi at rgonne Nation 1 Laboratory and

1 64oot. o McV accc orator for cancer therapy at Stanford University Hospital

These machines , powered by Stanford klvstrons . are used to generate beta-rays

and x-rays by electron beam target bombardment. Many private industrial firms

mw specialize in building small acccleratxrs of the Stanford design for medical

research

During the same tino period Stanord built several research accelerators

including two 3-foot, 2-MeV machines for radiation research, one of which was

put into use at oxford University, and a 6-foot, 5-MeV accelerator for experi

mental medical research by the General Electric Company.

Hi 1934 with U. S Atc nile Energy Commission support. Stanford started to

build a 20-to t, 80-McV research accelerator. This machine which became

known as the Mark IV. was designed in order to be able to study methods of im

proving accelerator components. The Mark IV, under the operational direction

of R. B. Neal, was invaluable in establishing niuny improved methods of design

aid onstruetion of lii esi accclcrators. Later for a time the Mark IV was used

for beta-ray camer therapy In the early 196Os, the Mark IV was used exten

sivelv as a l)rototype for the two—niile accelerator and for testing some of its

components. After the two-mile machine was well along in construction, in

1964 the Mark IV was dismantled.

H. Iwo-Mile Mschine

The immediate and resounding success of the Mark HI in the early 195Ws

both in operation and in application, started Stanford thinking about a really big

accelerator. Beginning in 1955, Stanford Professors L. Schiff, H. Hofstadter,
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made of the general problems that would be involved in the construction of such

a machine. Several special studies were carried out on beam dynamics, accel

erator structures , etc. The Utah Construction Company and the Bechtel Cor

poration made voluntary independent studies of the site and tunnel problems , and

submitted complete reports on their respective solutions. Cost and specification

information was generated. Planning and cost estimates were made for the con-

struction and operation of a facility to design. and build the huge number of kly

strons which would be required. The University of California Radiation Laboratory

(later the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory) provided financial and administrative

information based on its operating experience. At Stanford, Professors C, Oglesby

of Civil Engineering and B. Page of Geology provided site, geological, civil en-

gineering, and other information.

From all this endeavor, a formal proposal was published. On April 18, 1957

this proposal was submitted by President Sterling to the U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission, to the National Science Foundation, and to the Office of the Secretary

of Defense for Research and Engineering.

The proposal had consistent and impressive scientific support from almost

the very beginning. The first formal endorsement of national significance came

in 1958 when a panel convened by the National Science Foundation recommended

that the project be initiated. Later in 1958 , the joint panel drawn from the

General Advisory Committee of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and from

the President’s Science Advisory Committee recommended the project, In 1960,

the same joint panel , after updating its review of high energy physics , strongly

reiterated its support of the Stanford proposal. Represented on these panels

were many of the most eminent physical scientists in the nation. Hearings before

‘hinds to support some of these studies were supplied variously by the
AEC and by Stanford University,

w, Panofsky, F. Bloch and E. Ginzton met together informally several times to

discuss the possibilities of a”Multi- GeV’electron linear accelerator. This group

popularly referred to as the”SHPBG group “decided that such a machine had good

scientific justification and that the possibilities should be further mvestigated

To this end,the first”Project M Meeting1was ield in the h me of lessor

Panofsky at 8:00 p. m. on April 10, 1956. in attendance, in addition to members

ofthe SHPBG group,were K. Mallory, W. Barber, K. Brown, R. Debs, R. Neal,

R. Mozley, F. Pindar, S. SOIrkin, and 3, Jasberg. From the minutes of this

meeting,

“ The purpose of II is gathering, the first in a series of weekly riect
ings , was to discuss plans and form objectives which will ultimately
lead to a proposal for the construction of a multi GeV linear electron
accelerator. The participation of the members of this group is en-
tirely voluntary and on their own time as there are no funds available
to support this program. . . should such a program materialize, it
should be administratively distinct from the Hansen Laboratories and
the Physics Department. Professor (3inzton has agreed to serve as
Director of the proposed accelerator activity during the design and
construction phases , and Professor Panoisky as Assistant Director
for at least one year.3 Professors Schiff and Hofstadter would act as
consultants. The primary objectire of the proposed large accelerator
was declared to be basic physics research. There should be no secur
ity measures except to protect personnel and property, no ciassifica
tion and freely publishable results; the facilities should be available
to qualified research visitors. . . The following possible accelerator
characteristics were listed to orient future thought: Length, two
miles; energy, 15 GeV, expandable to 50 0eV. . .“

During the following year, extensive activity was carried out by this study

3 , , ,

group with the assistance of several other organizations. Detailed studie” were

1Opinion is equally divided as to whether the letter M in this early unofficial
name of the project stands for Multi-GeV or for Monster.

2A things turned out, Professor Panofsky soon becam Deputy Director of
Project M, a post he held until assuming the Directorship late in 1961, after
Professor Ginzton became chairman of the Board of Vrrian Associates follow r g
the death of Russell Varian.

3rring the year , the Project M Study Group was augmented by the addition
of the names of F. Bunker, M. Chodorow, E. Chu, D. Dedrick, L. Franklin,
C, Jones, J. McIntyre, C. Olson, and H. Soderstrom.
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the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the Congress were held in July and

August 1959, and in April 1960.

A high point in the activity during this period was a speech in May 1959 in

New York by President Eisenhower , in which he announced,

I am recommending that the Congress of the Federal Government
finance the construction, as a national facility, of a large, new,
electron linear accelerator. Physicists consider the project--which
has been sponsored by Stanford University--to be of vital importance.
Because of the cost, such a project must become a Federal responsi
biity.

In late 1960, under congressional authorizatioi, a contract was negoti

ated between the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and the Board of Trustees of

Stanford University. This contract, known as “Contract 363, “ called for Stanford

to perform initial engineering and design of Project M, at an estimated cost of

$3,000,000. Under this contract, activity was accelerated. A building on the

campus to house the initial Project M staff was planned. Further studies and

design work were carried out. Stanford entered into contract to acquire architect-

engineer-management services for the project. The contractor selected for this

work was a joint venture known as Aetron-Blume-Atkinson (ABA). This joint

venture comprised people from the Aetron Division of Aerojet-General Corpora -

tion, John A. Blume and Associates , Engineers , and the Guy F. Atkinson

Construction Company. ABA began work on architectural design and planning

for site and building construction.

After more correspondence, meetings, and hearings, the Congress on

September 15 , 1961 authorized the AEC to enter into negotiations with Stanford

University for the ultimate realization of the two-mile accelerator In this author-

ization, the total design and construction cost was estimated at $114,000,000.

While work on the project continued, there followed six months of nego

tiation between the AEC and Stanford, Finally, in April 1962, a contract had
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vu. RADIATION SHIELDING FOR THE ACCELERATORbeen executed. In general terms , the contract (known as “Contract 400”) called

for the University to design and construct the machine. Costs were to be borne

by the AEC. The 480 acres of University land on which the machine was to be

built were leased to the government for one dollar per year for fifty years with

options for extension.

Contract 400 also included provisions for spending up to $18, 000, 000 in

ire-construction research and development. Besides being used for investigation

of alternative methods of various design and fabrication techniques , some of

this latter sum was used for component testing and development on the small

Mark IV accelerator.

Ground breaking took place in July 1962 , and the big job was begun.
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remains in the Housing even after the beam is turned off, although with only

relatively short half—lives.

So radiation does exist in the accelerator and must be carefully considered

and shielded. At the Mark HI, the 300-foot-long accelerator is installed within

a bunker made of concrete blocks averaging three feet thick . It was known all

along, of course, that the situation would be much more severe in the two-mile

machine. The amount of radiation produced by an electron beam is proportional

both to the number of electrons accelerated per second (the beam current) and

to the energy of each electron undergoing collisions with matter. On both these

counts , the two-mile machine exceeds the Mark Ill by an order of magnitude.

Some of the earliest design studies for the SLAC machine involved calculations

for planning the radiation shielding of its high-energy, high-current beam.

A common unit to measure radiation exposure is the “milliroentgen equiva—

lent man” or “mrern. “ This is a complex unit dependent both upon the ratio of

the amount of absorbed radiant energy to the mass of absorbing matter and upon

the relative biological effectiveness of the radiation (the chemistry of the matter

receiving radiation and the susceptibility of this matter to sustaining a biological

effect>.

Although in biological systems some radiation damage is subject to repair,

most radiation damage is cumulative. The measure of the effect of radiation

must be related to time. Thus standards of acceptable exposure are usually rated

in mrem per year.

There is no radiation level (other than zero) at which it is impossible for

radiation damage to occur. Because of the difficulties in experimentation, there

is as yet no good evidence showing whether very low doses are harmful or not.

There may even be some kind of threshold below which radiation is not damaging.

Radiation damage is statistical in nature. Most radiation receivedpasses through

Biological radiation damage results from radiant charged particles, such

as electrons , ionizing matter, Whenever moving electrons strike matter , they

may cause ionization or they may cause x-rays to be produced, These x-rays

move on and can themselves result in the production of more moving electrons

making possible more ionization.

If every electron in the SLAC electron beam were to move in an absolutely

straight line and if it were to pass through a perfect vacuum , it would never

strike matter and there would be no resultant radiation at all. However, such

a perfect situation is not realizable in a practical electron linear accelerator,

First of all , the injection of the electrons into the four—inch—diameter copper

accelerator tube is a complex operation; not all the injected electrons can be

introduced in a parallel direction. Then, too, a perfect vacuum is never quite

achievable , although in the SLAC accelerator the vacuum is better than lO6mm

Hg; there are always some residual air and gas molecules for some electrons

to collide with. It must also be admitted that mis -steering and malfunctions can

occur to result in at least portions of the beam colliding with the copper walls of

the accelerator tube. Finally, special devices are located at intervals along the

accelerator purposely to stop electrons moving too far from the axis of the beam.

X-rays produced by stray electrons striking gases in the accelerator or

striking the copper walls can induce residual radioactivity in the Housing, par—

ticularly in the copper of the accelerator, the nitrogen in the air in the Housing,

and the sodium in the concrete walls. This induced residual radioactivity

1The amount of residual radioactivity in the Housing depends upon how long

the beam has been on. This residual radioactivity will cause a delay between
beam turn-off and entry to the Housing of between a few hours to several days
depending upon local radiation levels and necessity of entry.
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the receiver with no effect, But there is a probability that some of the radiation

will cause biological harm. If the amount of radiation exposure is relatively

small, this probability reduces to “almost” zero.

In fact , man is subject to natural radiation throughout his entire life , and it

is possible that this has played an important part in evolution of the species

through radiation-induced mutations. Cosmic rays from outer space continually

bombard our atmosphere , producing radiation. Natural radioactive elements in

the rocks of the earth’s crust (radium,uranium, etc. ) also contribute to our

radiation environment. A study by the U. S. Federal Radiation Council1concluded

that the average background radiation from such natural sources is about 80 to

170 mrem per year. The same study also found that the average background rad

iation from such man-made sources as medical and dental x-rays is about 80 to

280 mrem per year in the United States. Thus man is continually subjected to

radiation in his normal environment of between 160 and 450 mrem per year. This

amount of radiation is small enough so that the amount of genetic damage caused

by it is experimentally unmeasurable in the individual. (Before radiation damage

can be detected and measured in an individual, he must receive a dose of at

least 25,000 mrem.)

With the growth of modern science’s activity in the field of atomic and flu—

clear physics , installations have been established which are concentrated sources

of radiation. In order to protect the citizenry, the Federal Government and other

organizations have studied radiation exposure and its effects. Such studies have

resulted in the setting of acceptable standards or, moreaccurately, recommended

guide levels for maximum exposures , taking into account that any exposure must

be justified in terms of the benefits derived from the radiation activity.

1”Background Material for the Development of Radiation Protection Stand-
ards,” Staff Report No. 1 of the Federal Radiation Council, May 13, 1960,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
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FIG. 24--Ca1cu1ated radiation levels outside
the acce1erators earth shield.
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These studies have made recommendations at two levels. First there is the

general populace to be considered , the people not associated with radiation—

involved activity but who happen to live near such an installation. For these

people , most studies recommend as maximum exposure an amount approximating

what is called the ‘doubling dose. This is the amount of radiation exposure from

special installations which would double the amount a person receives from nor—

mal sources. During initial planning stages , SLAC set its own standard of maxi—

mum exposure to the general public at only one-hilf the doubling dose.

For radiation workers directly involved in the operation of an installation

most federal studies have recommended a maximum exposure about ten times

that recommended for the general public This takes into account the value and

benefits of the work the man is doing while still retaining a low exposure level

where the statistical probability of damage remains miniscule During initial

planning stages , SLAC set its own maximum permissible exposures for its

workers at only one-third of the federally recommended maximum leveL

Having set its policy of maximum levels below those recommended by the

federal studies , SLAC carried out calculations for a suitable shielding system.

To allow for uncertainties in the calculations and to assure that additional shield-

ing would not be called for , SLAC selected calculated shielding data that indicated

radiation exposures through the shield of only one percent of the permissible

maxima, both for its radiation workers and for the general public.

The cost of a suitable concrete shield for the two—mile machine would have

been astronomical , so studies were made of the radiation shielding capabilities

of compacted earth fill. Using two different methods of calculation , utilizing

measurements of radiation taken at the Mark III during operation , and allowing

for uncertainties in estimations , SLAC arrived at the curve shown in Fig. 24.
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doublmg dose (even if the general public spent its entire life leaning against

this fence).

None of the above calculations took into account the fact that the accelerator

is inside a housing ru’1e f concrete walls between 18 inches and twn feet thick.

The extra shieldmg provided by this concrete is an added bonus above and beyond

that calculated for the solid earth shield, Measurements of radiation made after

beam turn—on confirmed the general accuracy of the calculations.

Table I summarizes these figures and shows the various recommendations

and standards.

40 45
493-)O-A

As the curve shows , the calculated radiation level at the surface on a 25—

foot-deep earth shield around the accelerator would be less than one percent of

the recommended maximum exposures. The fact that a full-time radiation worker

would only be on the site for less than one-third of the time (a 40-hour week)

reduces the exposure even more.

The placing of a fence around the accelerator 500 feet from the radiation

shield takes advantage of the natural reduction of radiation withdistanee. This

results in an exposure for the general public of less than one percent of the
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TABLE I

ANNUAL RADIATION DOSE

Per Capita

(mrem per yeai)

General Puhlc
Radiation 30-yar

Worker Individual Avera t
(40hrs/week)j c

5000 500 330

Recommended
Guide Levels
for Maximum
Exposure

National
Committee
on Radiation
Protection (a)

Atomic.
Energy ‘b
Conimission’

Federal
Radiation
Council (c)

Stanford Linear
Ace elerator
Center Standard

5000

5000

1500

500

E.00

100

330

16?

I 00

Natural Radiation (e)

(Cosmic Rays , etc.)
80 — 170

Man-Made Radiation (c)
80 - 280

(Mostly Medical)

(a) “Permissible Dose From External Sources of Ionizing Radiation,”
National Bureau of Standards Handbook 59 , Septen bar 1954

(b) AEC Manual 0524 02-F

(c) “Background Material for the Development of Radiation Protectio i

Standards ,“ Staff Report No 1 of the ederal Radiation Council, May 13,
1960, Government Printing Office Washington, D. C
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vm. THE SITE

Two related investigations were carried out during the early planning days.

One was for the selection of a suitable site. The other was for a construction

configuration to result m in Accelerator Housing under 25 feet of earth

Ssveral methods o construction of a Housing were considcrs I I i general

zcquircmsnt was or wo niilc ong txu tur s on c hous the cc rator

itself ai ci one to C ) 1 âlfl ti C kly ron and i sociatc asxiliary squ p ient Phc

two ‘tructures e to s arated froxr cach th r by 25 ft of caith shie1d

lag rhis double cc ili i j ion was required so I at equipment could be operated,

maintained, serviced, repaired, and adjusted by persoirnei in the one structure

while the beam was on in the accelerator in the other structure. Connections be-

tween all the equipment in the one structure and the accelerator proper in the

other were to be made via interconnecting penetrations in the earth shield at

somewhat regular intorv 1 ulong the entire machine.

Fwo parallel t xi I rcd through a hi ly tea was one method cors dered.

) I (. S thc o t mel I thc tc let itor Housmi with the

Ce i a j ai ci ii , r tht surf tee of tic gt und. third p at Li

1 1 I yadoptI vateat en it th elcvationoftle o t t e

) 5) SetI AccelerLt I I 3 and to coiistic. thtt housing in the n i I ench.

Then same of the exca seed earth was to be dumped back into the trench after

the Housing was constructed. This fill was then to be compacted, Iacr by layer.

until a 23—foot—deco shicid existed. Finally, the second structure was to be built

on top of this fill , parallel to and clirec’tlv over the buried Accelerator Housing.

Several sites werc investigated, including three on Stanford University

roper y and thre i hoie I nds around S i Frnaicisco Bay. Be u’e of the

r cc iii e im nt for t ) d x I I w dntion , the seh elton n irrmve I o tht St mfoi

The Stanford foothill area is a belt of low, rolling foothills , lying between

the alluvial plain bordering San Francisco Bay on the east and the Santa Cruz

Mountains on the west, The accelerator site varies in elevation from 200 to 375

feet abose sea level whereas the alluial plain is less than 150 feet above sea

level and the mountains to the west rise abruptly to over 2000 feet.

1he site is bordered in part on the south by San Francisquito Creek, a major

watercourse draining the foothill belt. The headwater area of the creek is dam—

med to form Searsville Lake.

The entire Sand Hill site is underlain by sandstone and claystone. The bed-

rock on which the western half of the accelerator sits is of Eocene age (over

50,000,000 years old) and that imder the eastern half is of Miocene age (over

10,000,000 years old). On top of this bedrock at various places along the accel—

erator alignment are found alluvial deposits of sand and gravel of generally

Pleistocene age (1,000,000 years old). At the surface is a soil overburden of

unconsolidated earth materials averaging from three to five feet in depth.

The trench for the Accelerator Housing was made deep enough so that the

Housing would rest on bedrock except in a few places where the Pleistocene

alluvium was unusually deep. One of two things was done at each of these loca

tions. In some cases, the alluvium was over-excavated and replaced with corn—

pacted earth. In other cases the alluvium was mechanically preconsolidated.

In three other places , existing open valley floors lay beneath the level of

the excavated trench. Here too, specially selected earth was placed and corn-

pacted to the necessary density.

There are no historically active earth faults crossing the accelerator site.

Several faults cut the Eocene and Miocene beds and at least one cuts the Pleisto

cene alluvium , but there is no evidence of movement on any of the faults for

nearly a million years.

sites. Economic construction considerations eventually led to the final selection

of the ‘Sand Hill” site.

The site of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center occupies 480 acres of

University land, leased to the Federal Government, in the Stanford foothills area

(Fig. 25), The site is connected with Fe San Francisco Bay Area by several

major highways. ri future Junipe o’ r a Frceway betv r Sat Frticisco ar

_r Jose ‘c he c £lfratn f ,h, 4 rid ‘wth.
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The nearest large active fault is the well known San Andreas Fault, whose

movement in 1906 resulted in the catastrophic San Francisco earthquake and fire.

This fault zone runs nearly perpendicular to the accelerator site , and its eastern

boundary is about a half mile away from the accelerator’s western end. l)urin

the 1906 temblor , structural damage to inadequately constructed buildings ir ftc

area occurred, However, the Searsville Dam, which is within a isv hundred

yards of the accelerator, suffered no damage at all.

Earth strain is known to be accumulating along the San Andreas Fault. Be-

cause this elastic deflection along the fault could be causing strain accumulation

on the accelerator site , field investigations of possible earth movement were

made on the site.

To measure vertical movement, bench marks were established along the

alignment, located at depths of 30 feet. Observations were made over an iS-monti

period. Total differences in vertical movement of the site earth amounted to less

than one-eighth inch.

To measure horizontal movement, twelve alignment stations were located

parallel to the accelerator alignment. The maximum horizontal deviation noted

over an 18-month observation period was at one of the stations which moved in

a cyclic way, first 1/4 inch north, then 1/4 inch south of its original position.

All other stations exhibited less movement. The eastern half of the site showed

the least movement, in the order of less than 1/8-inch departure from the refer-

ence line.

These extremely minor earth movements , together with the predominant

rock foundation, made the site suitable for construction of the accelerator. The

next step was to build an extremely strong reinforced concrete structure in the

excavated trench to house the machine.
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ix ACCELERATOR HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

The extreme requirements for strength and linearity of the structure hous

ing the accelerator resulted in the accomplishment of one of the most exacting

large construction projects ever undertaken

The electron beam itself, which passes through the 4-inch—diameter,

10, 000—foot-long accelerator tube , is less than a half inch in diameter Unim

peded and undeflected , this beam will travel in an absolutely exactly straight

line. The hole through which the beam passes on its two-mile trip is barely 7/8

inch in diameter. So that no part of the linear beam will brush against the edges

of the passage holes the specification was made that the accelerator pipe over

its entire length must have no more than a 0. 04 inch total deviation from a theor

etically straight line.

It would be impossible to build a single rigid structure of this length to such

a stringent linearity requirement Therefore , the accelerator has been built in

separate 40-foot-long modules. Each of the 240 such modules is connected to its

two neighbors via fl€xiblt couplmgs, much like accordian bellows. Beneath

each coupling point, adjustable worm-screw jacks permit that point to be raised,

lowered, or moved to one side or the other. This adjustment mechanism per -

mitted the accelerator to be initially aligned after installation and permits later

alignment il necessary To keep these jacks from having to be readjusted very

often and to permit them to be of uniform size and of realistic adjustment range,

it was necessary to build the Accelerator Housing very straighL It was also

necessary to build it very strong in order to retain the initial straightness for

years to come.

The contractor was given the initialalignment specification that when the

accelerator was first aligned the floor of the Housing must be absolutely straight,
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FIG 26-—Typical cross sections of Accelerator Housing and earthwork.

In many places , the original ground level was at a very high elevation so

that a very clLep cut had tc be made The housing was built at the bottom of the

deep cut and again filled over with 25 feet of compacted earth The Klystron

Gallery in these places is below thL original ground leveL

All construction started at the west end of the site. As soon as several

thousand feet of bedrock f oor had been opened , and while more cut-and-fill

work proceeded eastward . construction of the Housing began.

The Accelorutor housing is a 10,000-foot-long concrete box with 1—1/2-

foot-thick walls and 2- to 2-1 2-foot-thick roof and floor slabs. The interior of

permitting no point to be more than four inches above a perfectly straight theor—

etical reference line and no point more than two inches below. He was given the

long-time strength requirement that no point along the t’o-mile housing move

more than one-quarter inch in any 90-day period throughout the life of the

accelerator.

These requirements meant that the trench floor had to be extremely straight

and extremely compact so that it would not sag during and after construction

They meant that the Housing had to be a single rigid concrete structure permit

ting no points of permissible bending. They meant that the Housing had to be very

strong so that as 25 feet of earth was compacted above it, it would withstand the

resultant forces and remam straight. They meant that the earth fill , in the thre

places along the alignment where the trench floor had to be built up from valley

bottoms , had to be compacted to a high density to transmit the Housing load cflec -

tively to the bedrock supporting the mujority of the Housing m order to miumize

Housing settlement.

All these considerations had to be applied to all the different configura ions

resulting from the cut—and-fill technique of construction (Figs. 26 and 27)

In some places , the housing wai placed in the excavated trench and fillcd

ovor to the original ground level where the Klystron Gallery was built.

When a portion )f the alipimcnt crossed i valley floor , that floor had to be

over -excavated so that a hill could be man-made of select fill. Thi man-madE

hill vas allowed to settle under its own weight until it was compacted to h drock

density. Then the trench was excavated through the man-made hill and the H us

ing constructed therein, The final fill on top of the Housing brought ground level

back to the top of the man-made hill for construction of the Klystron G’ill ry.

FIG. 27--The two-mile-long cut-and-fill in mid-1964, looking
west toward the Pacific Ocean from the initial exco —

vations for the two target buildings.

the long box is 10 feet wide and 11 feet high. Imbedded in the concrete is nearly

4000 tons of reinforcing steel, The Housing is a monolithic concrete structure

from end to end, containing no expansion and contraction joints.

The Housing was built in 80-foot-long sections. Alternate sections were

poured first, The intermediate sections were poured later between pairs of al

ready cured sections, This permitted the concrete of the later sections to flow

and bond to the existing sections , resulting in an overall continuous Housing.

The first big problem in the construction of the structure was the shrinkage

cracking inherent in the curing and drying of concrete, In normal concrete work,

much of this cracking tendency is absorbed by expansion and contraction joints.

In this jointless structure , the most effective way to reduce the cracking was to

reduce the shrinkage factor, To achieve low shrinkage , the concrete mix was
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earefully designed md mixed an I the oouring and curing were lostly controlled.

It wa found tlat the us of crushed high quality limestone or granite aggre

gates , ‘ ith samples pretested to insure low shrinkage characteristic , was es

sential for a low shrinkage mix. To reduce the effect of temperature changes,

the temperature of the concrete poured was maintained between 40 and 60 degrees

FahrenheiL During sumnini night-time pouring, ambient temperatures met this

specificatiom For daytime summer pouring, ic. often had to be added to the

concrete mix Adjacent to th. onsite concrete plant was a 2OtonpGray ice

plant which produced L50 pounds of ice per cubic yard of concrete on hot days.

The first stei in riaking ready for a pour was to lay a O O2inehthick poly

vinyl chloride niembrine in th floor of the tremh. Then a 3inch subslab was

poured over the rneinbranc to protect t during construction (Fig. 28). Next the

steel forms for the Housing were put in place and set to a tolerance of 1/8 inch.

I

phs: d b nc ith I e sul ‘dat to mak a u atertight seal around the entir. Housing.

In order t ref cc hiat iu y fr iii the blaci polyvinyl chloride until the embaiik

meat fill had b I)1 ccii and to prott the membrane during bakfilling , shects

I white fiberboard insulation were placed aiouiid the top and sides

10 pcrinit rn istur driinag a porous baek4ill of pea gravel was laid along

both sides of the housing in the remainder of the trench (Fig. 30). Then began

t job of placing layci after layer of earth around the sides and back on top of

tal IIouiin eachì 1 iyer co npacted to bedrock density (Fig. 31).

When ft 254o tdcp till had been completed and compacted (Fig. 32)

i cIo, were earcald out. These cracks , which occurred mainly at the construe-

tior oints betwcen sections , were pumped full of an epoxy grouting. This epoxy

tormd joints ii sty ng as the concrete its 11.

With the forms in place , the walls floor and ceiling of the 90 foot section of

Housing were monolithically poured around preconstructed reinforcing steel bars

(FigS 29).

FIG. 29 —Sketch of the housing under construction in the trcnch
The vertical structure is one of several equipment
accessways.

After the concrete had st, the forms were stripped away and watei pipes

with spray nozi’les were placed on the sides and top of the new Housing r ct m.

For the next fourteen days , the green concrete was aubjected to a “fog’ cur .

Once the curing was completed, the fog spray was used as an vaporatmg tlpe

coolant to keep th temperature of the Housing low until ihi embankment fill

material could be placed upon it.

When the concrete was cured, an adhesive sealer was applied dire tly to

the concrete surfaces and more plastic membrane was sealed to the top md

around the sides of the structure. The top and sine pieces overlapped th she ts
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FIG. 2S-Skefdm of the sub—slab laid before Housing
construction began.

FIG. 31--Accelerator Housing construction continued east
ward while western portions were being covered
with compacted fill.
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FIG. 32——Sketch of the completed fill over the Housing,

showing the top of several of the penetrations
leading to the Housmg.
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equipped with wall ladders ( Fig. 37). Lu Iddition, at a hat doz 1 )laces ¶1. ng

the machine, larger actessways have bcer construc ted to permit equipment I I

apparatus to be raised and lowered mto and out of the H USmg. All tt eae p a e

trations and accessways Ire capped and are offst from thc acceleratoi n ord i

not to act as passageways for stra ghte railatiol from tha Iccelelato

As construction of the two 2mi1e4ong stxu ture iroct cdt in tallation

of the accelerator and auxiliary equipment was begun
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x. THE ACCELERATION SYSTEM

The basic unit il th aeceler ttor proper is a 4O$oot4o i, nodue divided

irtc four 1O f C t ( *secti ) s. Iheri ax . 1 ) wh mo s installe in th

underground housing Radi [rcqucncy power to a h 4O4oot module is ‘ upplied

by inc high-power klystron amplifier tube (‘h 3) The klystron produces hort

pulses of up to 24 megawatts of radio power at the microwave frequency of 2356

megacycles per second. Directly above the klystron, in the Klystron Gallery, this

output power is divided into two halies. Thus 12—megawatt pulses of rf power are

arried down thiout the 25footdeep earth hi€Jd via rectangular waveguide

piping in eich of thc two penetration’ associate I with each klystron

At the bottom of each penetration , the rf power is again divided in two so

that 6 megawatts of power is available to feed each 1O-4oot ection of the acceler

ator. This high power radio wave enters the typical 10-loot accelerator $ecton

at its west end, via a coupler, and travels east through this section at the speed

of light. The electron beam from the previous section of the accelerator enters

this next section through a small hole. The electrons are caught on the crest of

the radio wave and ride it for ten feet, absorbing energy.

After ten feet of acceleration , the radio wave has lost sufficient energy so

that it is no longer economical to contmue acceleration.(Most of this energy loss

is caused by the traveling wave heating the copper walls of the accelciator prpe)

Therefore , what remains of the radio wave after ten feet of acceleration is taken

out of the 10-foot section at its east end and is dumped into and dissipated by a

water-cooled copper load. Meanwhile the accelerated electrons continue their

easterly trek, again through a small terminal hole, and enter the next 10-foot

length where a new radio wave receives them for another 10-foot acceleration.

‘Phis power splitting scheme serves the purpose of equipping the. ucec h rator

so that if in future it becomes desirabk to increase thE. energy of the rccclc ratci

all that need he done is the adding of klystrons . For instance , four klystrons

could be placed where there is now one, and the entire 24-megawatt output of

each could be delivered to just one 10-foot section. Such a possible future phase

has been referred to as ‘Stage II” (Fig. 39).

The actual accelerator itself is a four—inch-diameter tube assembled from

over 80,000 copper cylinders interstacked with over 80,000 copper didks (Fig 40)

These cylinders and disks were fabricated by SLAC from extremely pure copper

stock, the cylindrical pieces sliced from long copper cylinders , the disks cut

from large pieces of copper plate. These pieces were then machined to tolerances

FIG. 33--Two of the 240 forty—foot-long accelerator stages.
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within 0. 0001 inch. To maintain such machining tolerances , cutting was done in

an air conditioned room with a temperature—controlled (to within a quarter of a

degree Centigrade) coolant oil flowing over the part during machining.

—

40 f t

KLYSTRONS

—ELrCTRON
GUN

— ACCELERATOR

STAGE If
-—----- Oft —-—— KLYSTRONS

ELERATOR
-ELECTRON 49-32-A

GO N

FIG. 39-—Diagram of the present klvstron—to-accclerator configuration
(Stage I) and of the possible future configuration (Stage II).

After sufficient disks and cylinders were machined. a stack ten feet high was

assembled with brazing copper-silver alloy washers between each pair of pieces.

Then the entire ten-foot section was brazed together to form a solid copper unit.

The brazing was carried out using a split-ring burner which surrounded the stack

of disks and cylinders. This ring burner , which was fired by an oxygen-hydrogen

flame , was started at the top of the stack and moved slowly down As the burner

passed each joint, the brazing alloy washer melted and fused the pieces together.

Following the burner down the stack was a water-cooled chamber in which the

brazed section could cool.

The ten-foot section was completed when an array of small copper tubes had

been brazed to the exterior of the section (Fig. 41) in a separate pit furnace.

These small tubes are for passage of temperature-controlling water during

operation.

Fig, 40--Copper ylinders and disks making up the four-inch-diameter,
two—mile—k ng accek rator structure. The thin wafers are
alloy rings fur brazing the cylinders and disks together.

FIG. 41——One 10-foot section of the accelerator pipe showing the input
and output rf couplers at each end and the small center—fed
pipes forming the accelerator temperature control jacket.
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Every standard 10-foot section of accelerator tube is identical to every other.

However, within each lO4oot section, the disks and cylinders vary in dimension

slightly. Thus the first cavity in each section is the same size as in all other

sections , the second in each section is the same size as in all other sections,

and so on. But along each 10-foot length, each succeeding cavity is smaller than

its immediate predecessor. In all the early Stanford accelerators, all the cavi

ties formed by the disks and cylinders were identical in size in the section. Cal-

culations and experiments during the early stages of planning for the two-mile

machine showed that improved performance would result by varying the cavities

within a 10-foot length.

The transfer of energy from the rf wave to the electrons takes place along

the entire length of the 10-foot section, resulting in a decrease of rf energy along

the pipe. The amount of energy transfer at any point depends upon the magnitude

of the electric field of the rf wave alongthe axis atthat point. As the wave travels

through a unifcrm 10-foot section, the electric field strength decays. This means

that further along the section, the field strength is less than thebreakdown limit

which the cavities would permit. However, with succeedingcavities made smaller,

the electric field remains constant at its peak value , permitting a greater energy

transfer to the electrons. In each 10-foot section of the two-mile machine, the

inside diameter of the last cylinder is a little over one percent smaller than that

of the first cylinder. The diameter of the small hole in the last disk is nearly

one-fourth smaller than that in the first disk Sections employing this gradually

tapered internal conical design1 are now installed in both the Mark III and the

two-mile machine. The incorporation of these new sections in the Mark ij re

suited in as much as 20% more energy per foot being given to the electron beam.

1This design is referred to as “constant gradient” as contrasted to the
earlier “constant impedance’ design.
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Some of the final dimensional tolerances of the cavities in the inside of the

section must be held to ± 0. 00005 , better than can be achieved during ma-

chining . A final step in the fabrication of a 10—foot section, then, is a mechan

cal tuning. In the manufacture, the cavities are made just a little bit oversize(

to permit final sizing by deformation or squeezing. A radio wave is passed

through the finished 10-foot section. A plunger reaches into the section to me

ure the velocity of this wave through a cavity. If the internal dimensions of the

cavity are not exact , the radio wave travels at the wrong velocity. Slow moving

automatically driven pneumatic plungers then gently press against that cavity a

four equally spaced points on the outside. This begins to squeeze the cavity.

When the radio wave is traveling at the exact velocity desired, the squeezing h

stopped and that cavity is tuned. Each cavity in each 10—foot section was tuned

in this manner.

Next, four 10-foot sections were assembled on top of a 40-foot-long alumi

num pipe two feet in diameter (Fig. 42). The primary function of this larger

pipe is to serve as a girder, providing rigidity and strength to the overall modi

When all the auxiliary components had been assembled on the girder and after

all laboratory adjustments and alignment had been performed , this 40-foot moc

ule was slowly hauled out of the shop and down to the Accelerator Housing whei

it was placed on adjustable supports and flexibly coupled to the previously in-

stalled module. Over 240 modules were placed intheHousing inthisway(Fig. 4

At the peak of fabrication and installation , SLAC was producing and installing

one 40-foot module every working day.
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FIG. 42 --A completi1 4O4oot module on the transporting rig readi to
l:ie taken to the Housing for installation. The accelerator is the
smaller , uj)pcrniost tube. The large tube is the support girder.
The small dark tube is a manifold for the vacuum svsten.

XL AUXILIARY SYSFhMS

A secondary, but not inconsequential, by-product of the development of suci

advanced devices as the two-mile accelerator is what the Federal Government

rcfcrs to as ‘ technological spinoff. ‘ To accomplish the formidable Ia ‘ de—

,igning and bu1 lug a mpl x installation requiring odvancing the ‘ u f ch

nology, many supporting s’, sterns and components must be dc eloped vi ieh them

selves are advances in modern techniques and capabilities, Each of these devel

opments broadens the ability of industry and is usually applicable to other areas

of endeavor, A great deal of research has gone no developinh the se oral aux

iary ysten requir NI make the ace ierator a function! g real os of

thea auxiliazl gstems and their components w e supplied b industr As a

result, new techniques have become available to industry to apply to expansion

of their capabilities.

A ltin

c3 r I r iuiren cats ‘here placed on the dci, gi f the ocmbl hi h

creates the e1etron beam in the first place and m Ids it i the prop i m

for acceptance by the accelerator. This assembly, the injector, ‘ must first of

all produce electrons in sufficient quantity to supply the required beam current.

Then the injectc roust focus and aim the beam so thatatle ofth serted

ci etr no mi 1 far e d o the maehinevthu trk , ai tic icc

C tor tube Fl i is bee us such triking would i se cx , e ra a in

the Housing and would thus necessitate reducing the beam current below the de

sign requirement. Next the injector must bunch the beam; that is, the electrons

must he speed I up and slowed down (as they are in a kivatro ) so that t ‘ appear

ance of bunches will eo c ide with the crests of tee tadio es in ti e I

accelerator eetion. Finall the injector mustpreaceleratc t e eke ns up

it

r

j lki

F (r. I Phi i i r ol th \c .elccoto housing
after i t diction f lie icec lee itor.
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to a sufficient velocity where they are capable of being “caught” by the acceler

ating radio wave crests which travel at the speed of light.

The producer of the electrons is a relatively standard “electron gunS “ The

electron gun is much like a triode vacuum tube. A hot-wire filament heats a

surrounding cathode sleeve of some material , such as thoriated tungsten , which

is a good emitter of electrons. The heat causes atomic electrons to “boil off the

cathodeS These electrons form a cloud in space around the cathode. An anode

(a plate having a positive voltage ) attracts the electrons in the proper direction.

Most of the electrons pass through an aperture In the anode and form a beam

moving in the direction of the accelerator. A third element, called the ‘grid,

lies between the cathode and the anode. This is a fine mesh screen which will

allow the electrons to pass from the cathode to the anode unless a negative volt—

age is connected to it. Thus the grid can act as a switch, turning on and off the

electron flow, In fact, this is done at SLAC to form the pulses of electrons,

By controlling the amount of negative voltage applied to the grid and controlling

the timing and direction of that application, the rate and direction of the electron

beam pulses are controlled, This allows beams to be formed of various desired

characteristics, In fact, alternate bunches can be made to differ from each other

for varying applications.

The electrons from the electron gun have an energy of 80 key. This beam

then enters a “prebuncher , “ which is a cavity much like the first cavity in a

klystron,2 Here initial rough bunching of the electrons takes place. This is

‘The entire accelerator is “pulsed” so that electrons flow for a little over a
millionth of a second between much longer dead times. Laring this millionth-of-
a-second pulse, the electrons are formed into several thousand in-line bunches
to coincide with the number of wave crests appearing during that time.

2flefer to Section VI-D.
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into the accelerator, These klystrons work on the same principle described

earlier, in Section VI-D. However, instead of having just two resonant cavities,

these klystrons have five. The three cavities between the buncher and the catcher

refine the bunching of the electron stream, As the bunches reach the second cay-

ity, this cavity is excited, its oscillations narrow the bunches further. The third

and fourth cavities do this again until the bunches reaching the catcher have been

narrowed in space and time to result in a near single-frequency amplified output

radio wave.

The high power klystron is in.stalled in the Gallery in a vertical orientation.

The cathode supplying the electrons is at the bottom (Fig. 45). The collector is

followed by a drift tube, again similar to that in a klystron, where the accumu

lation of bunching is allowed to proceed. Next the prebunched electrons enter a

10-centimeter-long buncher similar internally to anaccelerator section, where

a radio wave traveling at three-fourths the velocity of light further bunches the

electrons and raises their energies to 250 keV. Finally, the electrons enter a

standard 10-foot accelerator section where an accelerating wave is traveling at

the velocity of light. Here final bunching takes place and electron energy is

raised to 30 MeV.

The beam in the injector is focused to the proper spot size by a solenoid

electromagnet, which surrounds the 10-centimeter buncher and the 10-foot aced

erator section (Fig. 44), aided by various magnetic lenses and steering magnets

along the injector. At the output of the injector , various devices monitor the char-

acteristics of the electron beam as it is introduced into the accelerator proper.

B.

Over 240 high power klystron amplifier tubes are spaced along the two-mile

Klystron Gallery to provide the radio waves to be inserted at regular intervals

FIG. 44--Simplified diagram of the injector, showing major components.
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at the top of the klystron. Surrounding the five cavities is a permanent magnet

which serves to focus the electron stream to keep it from diverging from its

narrow stream configuration. The klystron body and the collector are kept at

ground potential. The high voltage (-250 kilovolts) from the modulator, which

switches the klystron on and off, is applied to the cathode at the bottom of the

klystron via a connection through a ceramic high voltage insulator. The entire

cathode structure is surrounded by an oil -filled tank to house the transformer

which applies the high voltage pulses.

Because the vacuum inside the klystron is a permanently sealed one while

that in the accelerator is continuously pumped , a “window” is required in the rf

output line, This window permits the klystron to be evacuated by the manufacturer,

shipped to SLAC , tested at the accelerator site , installed in the machine , and

removed for maintenance or replacement without loss of vacuum. The window

must maintain the vacuum in the klystron and yet permit the passage of 24-

megawatt pulses of microwave power. The window is made of aluminum trioxide,

sputter-coated with titanium. This has proved to be the best combination for lee—

sening the prohabilitp of cracking of the window due to the passage of the pulses

of radio power.

The design and fabrication of these kiystrons was consideied to be one of the

most crucial tasks in the program. It was decided to undertake several develop-

ment and manufacturing programs in parallel. Successful tubes meeting full

specifications have been produced by four outside companies as well as by SLAC

itself (Fig. 46). All of these tubes are electrically and mechanically interchange—

able, amplifying a radio signal of 2856 megacycles per second to levels of be-

tween 21 and 24 megawatts. An installation of several klystrons in the Kiystron

Gallery is shown in Fig. 47.FIG. 45--Cutaway drawing of the SLAG high power klyst,ron amplifier.
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I IG 46 ivc of thc high power klystrons , ready for installation ,

nvfacturcd by f )U diffxent companies and by SL4C itself

HG. 47——The interior of the Klystron Gallery The 4Ofoot installation,
with its klystron, is repeaftd 240 times down the length of the
machine A vacuum pump is shown sitting on the small shdf
above and to the right of the first klystroit The vacuum mani
fold L the long , dark pipe running along beneath tin. rooL

94

the speed of light, electrons are physically inside no more than about one-fifth of

the length of the machim at any one tune. This 2OOOfoot-long pulse of electron

bunchss moves down the r iaehint , cction by seetion Therefore , the turning on

of the klystr is must be accomplished in a sequence. This occurs almost naturidly

because lb trigger pu es to activate the molulutors also start at the mjector

end of the machine and travel at nearly the same velocity along the trigger line

C able

E

Ihe original rf signal which is to be amplified by all the highpower klystrons

orgi r ins n a singlc. vi generutor The output ofthis oscillator is a476-megacycle

per sceom radio wavc This is fed to a main booster amplifier which brings this

signal up to a pov ( I level of 7. 5 kilowatts A coixial cable distributes this vi

p tr do vn the two n ile length of the inahine.

C ouilers in ea i of the 30 sectors f tin uccdtiator remove aboutfour witts

of thi oi cv and C ( I ci t t ) a frequency i it Iti lwx . These varactor fri quency

r tipliers muitii ly thc ii quen y . f tin rf wave to the final frequency of 28 6

cad sector , then a puied ubbooster kiystror am

signal to a p wer level of about 2400 watts. Another

power to the vi input cornectors of the eight klystrons

I X ut 300 watts of vi ci i c per highpower klystron

a q,acycles pcr ueon1 At

p ‘1 cs fbi’ 83 n ac C 1

coaxivi 1 i di ti ibut liii

that se t i resulti i in

inSstcri

rh 4cctrois in the b am arriv in each accelerator section, from the pre

vious sc ton in bunchcs In oider for aecelerition to take placc in the new iec

Ii r thc xc I v i Ir , ii thc I lyat n ft r t iat s tion must be vo timed that ts

vive cr t& ) ni i le (arc ir phase”) with tin. bunches of electrons. ‘lo assure

that ti-is is thc esc u i iiautniatic phasmq syiteni is assoelatid with each

klystron.

c rhejg3pfeModUlatOr

Each highpowei klystron must be turned on for 2. 5 millionths of a second

and then turned off. This o c ire at a selectable rate of between 60 md dbO tims’

per seconcb The device which accomplishes this switching is the high voltage

modulitor fhis is a large cabiret which houses the high current ‘v hehing ubss,

rectifier to change the supplied tlternatmg current to direct curi ent in I ths

rqfulating circuits and con ponents There is one modula or as ‘ocrited witi aeh

Idystron ihe switching s donc by th modulator ilturnately ap lying and em’. v

tug vi e ?50-kilovolt hsam voltags at the klystron cathods

13 TrJyyrn

To control the pulse rate of thc accelerator, a master trigger signal is gen

crated ncar the injectot end of the accelerator Thi’ 36Qpulsepereeond sig

nal is sent out to all statiors in the machine, including ti e injctor and the 3

control alcovcs associated with the 30 sectors mto which the accelc vi i

divided. Otter separate control signals an sent frm a central control room to

each such station to tell cach station which and how msny of thesi ignais to

accept Thus one sector may be opei oting at 360 pulses per se or d whi e ar ot r

is operating, say, at 120 pulses per econd This means that come ehctron beam

pulses can be acel rited ly rior ectors than alternite beam pulses mibht be

in this manner, several dilfercnt “interlaced” highenergy electron beams can

be produced in the accelerator at the sa ne time

The trigger pulses which are delivered to the modulators to turn the kly

strons on and off last for 2 5 millionths of a seconch The trigger pulses which

turn the injector on and off are shorter. This permits each klystron to fill each

accelerator section with rf waves before the electrons in the beam start their trip.

Because the beam pulses are less than two millionths of a second 1on and

because, through most of the accelerator, these pulses are traveling nearly at

Whenever it is deemed necessary to check or adjust the phase of the vi wave

from a particular klystron, the pulsing of that klystron is delaye so that t a

pears after the beam pulse passes by. The bunches of elcetrons in the bean

pulse themselves induce small oscillations in the accelerator section, much liks

those which are induced in the catcher of a Idystroru These induced scillations

cause sonic loss of beam energy The phase of these induced oscillatiom .

termined by the timing of the bunches of the passing electron bea n The p1 ac

of this induced wave is conip tred with a reference phase, that of hc rf w vs i

the main drive systcm The relationship betwcen the two is noted

Next, the pha,c of the output of the klyatron is con pared t tIn sa ni Left

ence The output of the Idystron is in v adjusted so that its r lation thi ) th

reference is exactly opposite to the relationship of the be m ii laced vave t h’

reference. in direct opposition the klystron output is p ‘operly adjus ci

most effective in malung up tl e energy lost fro i. tin beam Inc t irdtcc

lations Whcn this iv aec mplished, thc output of t ic klystr i ia en ph ised

to produce the r ximc i ‘icceler’ition in thc beam in tic ii C € at

G Beam Giudane

Magnetic fie ds m i c th Aced ‘rater lIounl io I I as’ tl eleetro

beam to veer from pure lmcurity. Such fields result iron t ic ear h ‘ et

field and from stray field iv in nec anicsl and electri ‘ i son cc I r

ante for thess cach 333foot sector of a celei ator is surro r i d by i ‘ t i

vertical and horia mini dcgaussin ‘oils Tim degau n& cur en r c e w

are mdependently adjustable for each sector rue en rents rc proir un i d

counteract (or ‘ buck out”) existing magnetic fields wit i opposing fick a I a

to reduce even further the differene between the r atural ficld’ and ‘ ount

field , the accelerator tube is wrapped in a magnetic hit din made I in ly c

ailoy material , which reduces the remaining difference by a facto of 10
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At the end of each 333—foot sector there is a 10—foot special drift section

containing special devices to locate and to guide the electron beam. This drift

section includes a magnetic focusing lens , a set of steering magnets , a set of

beam-position monitors, a beamcurrent monitor, a beamprofile monitor, a

beam scraper, and two vacuum valves

The beamposition monitors provide information regarding any horizontai

and vertical displacement of the beam. The beam-current monitor measures the

number of electrons per second in the passing beam The beam profile monitor

is remotely insertable in th beam path and measures the relative concentration

of electrons at tach point in the beam’s crosssection. The beam scraper per-

mits only the proper centri1 portion of the beam to pass and stops the diverging

electrons at the edges ; this protects the accelerator itself from eventual bom*

bardment by these diverging electrons and localizes radiation to the scraper area

The two vacuum valves , one at each end of the drift section, permit the isola

twa of one sector from the next if desired.

H.

As described earlier, each rigid accelerator module is 40 feet long and is

connected to the next module via flexible bellows-like couplings (Fig. 48).

One end of each moduie rests upon three adjustable worm-screw supports , two

bolted to the floor of the Housing and one to a wall (Fig 49). The other end of

this module rests in roller bearing pin-sockets in the supported end of the next

module. Thus each 40-foot joint can expand, be raised, be lowered, be moved

to one side, or be rotated.

In order to be able to determine the relative straightness of all 240 such

modules , a beam of optical light is used as a reference. This beam of optical

light is transmitted from one end of the accelerator to the other. The accelerator
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it w,Ls decided tc utilii. t two-tootdiimeter support gir&r for the trans

mission ci the reference optic ii light beam. Visible light from a gas laser “point”

light source s i(i T itted to thc .4-inch pipe at one end of the two-mile-long as-

sembly. An obseiation systcm is located at the oti er erd of the assembly two

inils away Nc each 4( —foot coupling p tnt and support et, an etched grating

target plati is I ouod insid the 2 irieh pip (Fig. 0). ihis target is hinged at

INTERCONNECT\ r———— 40 FEET

RETRACTABLE 3 INCH THCKFLEXIBLE
ALUMINUM FR ESN EL TA RGE F

HOUSING

END PLATE

24INCH
ClAM ETER
ALUMINUM

P1 PE

FIG. 49--One end of e ich 40-foot long girder rests upon
three adjustable worm-screw supports.

pipe itself could not he used to transmit this light beam , first because its small

diameter would produce diffraction elfects in a beam of light, and second because

the mechanical alignment monitoring devices needed would burden the accelerator

pipe’s primary function.
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the top and is normally stowed in a horizontul position. When alignment ir under-

way, this target can be swung into the vertical position in tha path of the laser

light beam. Observation of the diffraction-interference phenomena produced by

the grating in the path of the light provides minute indication of the alignmen o

the accelcrator at that pomt. By dropping one targct at a time and adjus rig, ttc

supports under that target, alignment of the accelerator is achi ‘vcd in a ‘ ep—

by-step fashion.

The above procedure a1ign all the girders in the acc crator. ihc a c ler

ator tube sections themselvps have bop previously ptiLal1y .itgned n t gr

ders during assembly in the laboratory.

I. mstem

In order to perform its function unimpeded , an dec tron beam must be

mitted to travel through as good a vacuum as possible. Air molecules and other

residual gases in the way would result in collisions, radiation, .id a d’grac.e.

beam. For instance , the electron beam inside the klystrons which amplify the

accelerating radio waves passes through a vacuum of 10 mm Hg. This vacuum

is pumped in the klystrons after manufacture and then the klystrons are per ma

nently sealed against the incursion of air. In fact, one of the causes of brcak

down in a klystron, as in any vacuum tube, is outgassing from the materials

inside the tube,

For the same reasons , the interior of the accelerator must also be evacu

ated. However , this four-inch—diameter , two-mile-long cylinder is a little more

difficult to evacuate and to maintain under the required vacuum of better than

io_6 mm Hg. For this reason the accelerator is contmuously pumped, that is,

once a vacuum is attained , the vacuum pumps are kept pumping to keep removing

airs and gases which might appear inside the tube.

2 A

t

FIG 50——A retractable Frenel one plate target is housed within
C ich 0—fo()t long .irder to intercept the laser light beam
‘intl rovide alignment indication,
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To accomplish this , the accelerator has been divided into 30 sectors , each

served by an independent vacuum subsystem The 30 subsystems are intercon

nected only via the open accelerator itself, The following paragraph describes

just one of these thirty subsystems.

Alongside the accelerator itself, there extends a five—inch-diameter cylin—

drical manifold, 330 feet long (Fig. 42). This manifold exhausts the accelerator

by tapping into it at each ten-foot rf feed point. Air drawn from these points thus

evacuates both the accelerator and the waveguides delivering the radio energy

from the klystrons , all of which comprise a continuous vacuum envelope. Air

drawn into the vacuum manifold at these points is carried upstairs to the Klystron

Gallery via four 8-inch-diameter cylindrical “fingers ,
T spread roughly equally

apart. These four fingers then exhaust to an 8-inch-diameter horizontal cylin

drical manifold running along the sector of the Klystron Gallery (Fig. 47). This

manifold is also connected to the rf output waveguides above each klystron to aid

in the evacuation of the system at this upper reach. Four getter-ion type vacuum

pumps rated at 500 liters per second and mm Hg at their input ports , cx-

haust this manifold to air.

The getter-ion pumps begin their pumping after a portable rough pumping

system has evacuated the accelerator do to between iO and 10 mm Hg.

This same rough pumping system is also used to re-evacuate the connecting

waveguide between the output window of a newly replaced klystron and the tern-

porily valved-off waveguide of the accelerator system.

The 24—inch-diameter alignment girder must also he evacuated so that the

lascr beani will not be degraded by refraction. A set of vacuum pumps in the

Klystron Gallery , connected to the girder interior via a 24-inch pipe, maintains

a vacuum in the alignment passage of about 100 microns.
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water from the cooled components, a surge tankto supplyextra waterfor smooth

flow as necessary , a pump to circulate the water , a filter and a demineralizer

to purify the water, a heater1 to permit heating of the water to the initial desi

empciaturc if accssary, a heat exchanger to permit cooling of the water by

transfcr of heat to a second water system feeding a cooling tower , a blending

valve to control thc temperature of the water to be resupplied to the components,

and a supply header to feed the supply lines (Fig. 51).

MAKE UP WARP —.——————.——————. —

FROM D ST L AP(N PLANT U ONE OF TWO

——EL_— ———

CTOL N TOWERS
-

SURSE
TAR K

FIG. 51--Typical block diagram of one of the 70 closed-loop
recirculating water systems for the accelerator and
its components.

1The heat r is not included th the water subsystems controlling klvstron
temperature

A separate vacuum system has been installed above the beam switch-

yard to maintain a vacuum in the many large vacuum chambers therein of

-4
about 10 mm Hg.

J. threControl stem

A great deal of electric power is used in the accelerator and generates a

great deal of heat in the components through which it passes. Three areas in

particular are sensitive to this power dissipation.

The cavities inside each 10-foot accelerator pipe section must be held to

very strict dimensional tolerances, some to within 50 millionths of an inch, in

order to control the velocity of the accelerating radio wave. If these sections

change temperature because of varying heat dissipation , the natural expansion

and contraction of copper under temperature changes would violate the require—

ment for dimensional stability.

The radio waves from the master oscillator , through the booster klystrons

and the high power klystrons , and through the penetrating waveguides down to

the accelerator, must arrive at the accelerator in the proper phase to match

the bunching of electrons . The radio wave through each high power klystron is

carefully adjusted to accomplish this, Should the lines and waveguides casrying

the radio waves change dimensions with temperature changes , the radio waves

will change velocity and arrive at an improper phase.

The collectors in each klystron must dissipate as much as 74 kilowatts of

power as the internal klystron electron beam terminates at the collector. If

this heat were allowed to build up , the collector would become damaged.

To remove the heat from these components before temperatures can build

up , 70 independent water cooling subsystems have been installed in the Klystron

Gallery. Each of these subsystems includes a return header to receive heated
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On the south side of each sector of the Klystron Gallery, an equipment al

cove has been built to house these components of these subsystems. Each of

these 30 sector alcoves contains one of these water subsystems to supply cooling

water to the accelerator section water jackets (Fig. 41) in that sector at a noai

inal temperature of 110°F ± 0. 2°F but adjustable over the range of 9 3°F to 120° F.

Each of these 30 sector alcoves also contains a second of these watci ubsys

tems to supply water at 112°F a 1°F to control the temperature of the xl lines

and waveguides in that sector.

Every third sector alcove also contains a third such water subsystem. This

subsystem supplies cooling water to the 24 klystrons in the associated three

sectors to maintain klystroa temperature no higher than 158°F, Thus 0 K I the

sectors contain two water subsystems and 10 of tie scctor contain thrce

The water system is the double closed-loop type. Water brought up from

the cooled components is treated, restored to temperature, and returned to the

components to repeat the job. The heat from this water is transferred via a

shell-and-tube heat exchanger to a second loop of water which circulates through

an external cooling tower and back, There are two cooling towers , one serving

all the subsystems in the eastcrn half of the machine and onc serv ng the western

half.

&me water will be lost from these systems due to natural evaporation,

leakage, etc. Make-up water to each surge tank is supplied from a distillation

plant on the site which in turn is supplied by the local metropolitan water system.

K. Electrical System

When the accelerator was under construction , it was supplied electricity

over a temporary 60,000-volt transmission line. After beam turn-on and in

‘There are vo more cooling towers at SLAC , one serving a water system
in the laboratory buildings and one serving the beam switchyard and end station
area.
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order to operatc the bE am at its full c apabilitics , more electricity was required

than could be hupplied by that line, as much as 80,000 kiowatts In addition, as

experiments with the beam become more complex in years to come and larger

experimental apparatus is required, it is estimated that eventually as much as

300,000 kilowatts of clectric power may he required.

To supply this electrieity a very high voltage (220,000 volts) transmission

line has been constructed to a nearby high capacity transmission line. This

power line has been constructed using a relatively new design of pole structure,

single tubular poles averaging seventy feet high and painted to match the land

scape (Fig. 52) Because this new type of pole is capable of bearing only one

3wire circuit , instead it the two carried by conventional four —legged towcrs,

the C riginal temporary 60, 000-volt line is being retained to supply emergency

power in case of an outags on ths main lineS

FIG 52 -One of the pole structures in the SLAC
highvoltage trinsrnassion line.
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XII USING THE AC’CLLLRA TOR

The beam fr iii th two mile machine cx ts at the e at end of the accelerator

and eaters i 4oot ong ‘ beam Nitchyard ‘ (Fi,s 4 and 53) The beam ‘,witch

yard is an extu ii n of thE undcrgr md Accelerator housing an I lies in the same

norizontal plane ; the end f h fIousmg In o (icr to direct the accelerated beam

to any Cf selcted rcscirch aras the beam saitchyard gridually b comes wider

toward its )utput en I In Ihi h am switchyard, huge eletn magnets process and

direct the b am n cx cnn cntal a cia located in two targe huilding. Bcciuse

processing of i cu n’ed c Iron Iv am results in more radhition than does the

cnoCon of a lincar I vi II wa i ‘a it hy rd i oercd ni h 40 feet of shielding

earth and c ncr €

I IC. 5I lh S( t1 h CIIII of th( ac elc r itor. The fork —,haped
Jt’ I I Ciii U iind ‘r Ii eer n ii a shici ling
dire ts the acct lerator lx am to lhc Iemred ej crimea
tal i ( n th N 1 € ii st it )n irg I I t i ding

This high voltage power is brought to a substation near the output end of the

accelerator , where its voltage is stepped down to about 12 , 000 volts for distri

bution over the site. AU these distribution lines have been placed undergrouncL

L Instrumentation and Control

Along the north side of the Klystron Gallery, at each of the 30 sectors , an

alcove has been built to contain various instrumentation and control devices for

that sector In this alcove , initial setting up and adjustments of the components

in the sector are made Also here , from time to time , maintenance and operat

big adjustments can be performed. However, in normal satisfactorysteady oper

ation of the accelerator , these control alcoves will not be manned.

All essential instrumentation and control information is transmitted to a

Central Control Building near the east end of the acceleratorS Monitoring and

control of the accelerator and the beam switchyard are performed in this bufld

mg remotely In ease of necessity, the engineer-in-charge can dispatch opera

tors and mamtenance personnel to Klystron Giillery sectors requiring attention

Thus the operation of the entire machine is supervised from the one control pomC

The job of the people in this building is to assure that the proper desired beam is

delivered to the end station area
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The larger of the two target buiidmgs is a single room with 2o 00 square

feet of floor space Its concrete walls are over 70 feet high. It is in theme two

target buildings , and in an auxiliary 20-acre open area behmd thesE buildings

that the results of directing the electron beam on a nuclear target ar studied

When a high energy electron is caused to travel through some ta get ma ,er

ial and passes withm nuclear dimensions of a target nucleus, one of two thin’,

can happen An electromagnetic interaction between the electron and tnE nucleu

can cause the electron to veer off in its path at some angle while the intern mg

nucleus recoils at a different angle This pin nomenon is called el istie seai r

ing. “ The other thing that . an happen is similar except that during the mteracti in,

som of the kinetic ensrgy of the bombarding deetron is bat sal ‘case new and

different elementary particlea eventually smanate from the pc at of in waction

This phenomenon is called “inelastic scattering.”

The smaller of the two target buildings , Fnd Sin ion B was des gaul to

specialize in the analysis of the ‘secondiry” particles produccd f om ueh in-

elastic interactions. In this taiget building, the aciclerated dci t on beam is

used tc produce secondary beams of new particles for observation and stndl P e

XiffL of secondary particles created in this way depends upor th energ of the

approaching electron. The qyantiy of seci ndary particles p O(IUC e I in i gii e

time depends in addition upon the number of ehtrons (the ci. rrent) n the x n

carding beam. The Stanford two-mile beam is unique in the omhina ion of thes

two parameters. Its 20-GeV eletrons have three times th energy f tl se from

the next highest energy electron acceleratnr. Th beamuirent is 0 ticnesh ghii

In light of these advantages some of the first experimEnts planned for usa

of the two-mile beam involve creation and study of secondary partic s s For in

stance, in onc series of experiments the electron beam will bo nbard a thick
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copper target at the entrance of End Station B. The interactions in the target

will cause all kinds of secondary particles to be produced. Magnet systems will

direct these into a separation system which will stop all particles except one

kind called ‘muon& ‘ The muon is a short4ived secondary particle which appears

to be much like an electron oniy heavier. The resultant muon beam will then be

directed into a cylinder of liquid hydrogen surrounded by a large spark chamber

assembly. The spark chamber assembly itself is contained within a gigantic 200-

ton electromagneL

When the muons approach the hydrogen nuclei, they produce interactions

and are scattered off in all directions. As these scattered muons pass through

the spark chamber, they create high-voltage liitning-like discharge sparks

along their paths which can be photographed. The surrounding magnet serves to

curve the path of the scattered muons by an amount which depends on their ener

gies Analysis of the photographs of the curved trajectories thus provides know-

ledge of both the direction of motion and of the energy of the scattered particles.

This in turn leads back to further understanding of the interaction of the muon

and the hydrogen nucleus responsible for the scattering.

Some of the same apparatus is used to investigate the possibility that accom

panying the muons there are other as yet unknown elementary particles which

are similar to the muon, differing perhaps only in mass

Another team of experimenters from the University of California plans an

investigation aimed at the achieving, by special separation processes , of a beam

made up exclusively of particles known as K-mesons , one of the family of

strange’ particles. The University of California is modifying and enlarging its

72-inehiiarneter bubble chamber for installation in this K—particle beam. As

k —mCsuns pass through the liquid hydrogen of the bubble chamber . they leave
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which of course also depends upon the energy given the electron by the acceler

ator, can be calculated. In inelastic scattering, because energy has gone into

creation of other kinds of particles , total interaction energy is reduced. This

means that inelastleally scattered electrons can have different amounts of energy

at a particular angle and that those energies are always less than the energy of

an elastically Sc attered electron.

Setting a spectrometer to receive only particles having the energy permitted

with elastic scattering provides data for understandingthat kind ofaction. Setting

a speetrometerto discriminate againstparticieshaving the energy of elastic scat-

tering provides information about the inelastic scattering process. Not only can

the scattered electrons be studied, but so can the secondary particles produced.

In the study of elastic scattering, in order to be able to relate the experi

mental results just to the characteristics of the little-known nucleus and not to

those of the better understood electrons, the process will be repeated using a

beam of positrons, which are electrons of positive charge. To dothis, a “positron

source” has been placed in the path of the two-mile electron beam at a point

about one-third of the way down the machine. Electrons accelerated in the first

third of the accelerator strike a target. Among the secondary particles which

emanate from inelastic collisions there are many positrons. These positrons are

then accelerated down the remaining two -thirds of the accelerator. The resulting

high-energy positron beam is delivered to the target in End Station A and the

spectrometers are set to monitor the elastic scattering of the positrons. Com

parison of this data with that obtained from elastic scattering of electrons per -

mits the scientist to separate the experimental effects of the bombarding particle

from the experimental effects of the nucleus being studied.

Not only will large spectrometers be used to study the yield of secondary

particles resultinìg from inelastic collisions, but also a huge spark chamber is
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behind fine tracks of bubbles, Similar tracks are produced by other particles if

the K-meson suffers a violent collision with a hydrogen nucleus, Photographs of

these bubble tracks then give a graphic record of the nuclear event. Analysis of

millions of such photographs provides detailed information about the interaction

processes , leading to further understanding of the K-meson and its progeny.

SLAC is building another bubble chamber to be installed behind End Station

B to receive a beam of high-energy x-rays produced by the electron beam and to

study the interactions between x-rays and the nuclei of the hydrogen in this

bubble chamber.

Other research to be carried out with the new accelerator will extend meas -

urements of nuclear size and strucinre carried out during the past fifteen years

at Stanford with the University’s 300-foot-long, 1-GeV Mark III. To perform

this analysis , the larger of the two target buildings , End Station A, is equipped

with three huge spectrometers, The largest of the three is over 150 feet long

and weighs over 3000 tons. These spectrometers can be swung around an axis

and are set at various angles from the line of the bombarding beam in order to

accept particles scattered at particular angles. Magnets in the spectrometer

then separate out all particles except those having a particular energy and dee

tric charge. By electronic means , particles of a particular energy are then

identified with respect to their mass. The result in each spectrometer is a tally

of the number of particles of a unique kind scattered at a unique angle.

The three spectrometers are of different sizes and thus cover different

ranges of scattering energies, With these three each covering a wide arc and

analyzing many scattering angles successively , a complete picture of the results

of an interaction can be obtained, In the process of elastic scattering, the dee

trons scatter off at each angle with a unique energy for that angle. This energy,
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being constructed for similar purposes. By directing the electron beam into a

thin metallic sheet, a copious beam of high-energy x-rays is produced. These

x-rays will be directed to a gaseous hydrogen target cy’inder located inside the

special spark chamber. The x-rays interact with the hydrogen nuclei and pro-

duce violent events from which emerge several secondary particles. As these

secondary particles emanate from the collision target they spread through the

spark chamber leaving momentary visible lightning-like tracks. Three cameras

are used to photograph these tracks in three dimensions , resulting in a stereo

presentation of the complete interaction.

These are just a few of the types of experiments planned for the new aced

erator for the first year of its use. Scheduling cannot be done much more than a

year in advance. “Elementary particle physics” is still in a dynamic state. Each

year new discoveries mean re-oriented thinking. This in turn requires the design

of newer experiments previously not imagined.

One of the excitements of this new science is that the future is so unknown.

Throughout the short history of accelerator development, many accelerators have

often turned out to be the most dramatically effective in areas not even known

about at the time of their original conception. Elementary particle physics stands

at the frontier of man’s knowledge. As Professor W, K. H. Panofsky, Director

of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, has said, “All other physical sciences,

and probably all life sciences , must ultimately rest on the findings of elementary

particle physics. It would indeed violate all our past experience in the progress

of science if nature had created a family of phenomena which governs the be-

havior of elementary particles without at the same time establishing any links

between these phenomena and the large-scale world which is built from those

very particles We cannot afford to be ignorant of the most fundamental

type of structure on which everything else depends.”
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APPENDIX II
APPENDIX I

CHRONOLOGY

Proposal for two—mile accelerator submitted by Stanford
University to Federal Government

Project authorized by U. S. Congress

Contract signed by U. S. Atomic Ener Commission and
Stanford University

Ground breaking; construction begins

Start of accelerator installation

First ‘users Conference,” attended by 150 people from
laboratories all over the world, to be made acquainted
with SLAC,

Installation of accelerator complete

Program Advisory Committee met, and approved and
scheduled the first experiments to be performed with the
two-mile beam

First beam transmitted over entire two-mile length of
the accelerator

18.4 GeV of beam energr achieved

Second ‘Users Conference” held at SLAC

Positrons accelerated

First interlaced multiple beams of different energies and
intensities accelerated

Experiments begin with the beam in the end stations

20. 16 GeV of beam energy achieved

GENERAL SLkC ACCELERATOR SPECIFICATIONS

Accelerator length 10, 000 feet

Length between feeds 10 feet

Number of accelerator sections 960

Number of klystrons 245

Peak power per klystron 6 - 24 MW

Beam pulse repetition rate 1 - 360 pps

RF pulse length 25 sec

Filling time 0. 83 sec

E1ectronenerr, unloaded lL1222 GeV

Electronenergy, loaded 1020GeV

Electron peak beam current 25 50 mA

Electron average beam current 15 - 30 iA

Electron average beam power 0. 15 -0. 6 MW

Electron-beam pulse length 0. 01 - 2. 1 jsec

Electron-beam energy spread (max) ± 0.5%

Positron eneri 7,4 - 14. 8 GeV

Positron average beam current

Multiple-beam capability

Operating frequency

Operating schedule

Proton Synchrotrons

Birmingham , England
Cosmotron , Brookhaven , New York
Saturne, Saclay, France
Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator,

Princeton
Bevatron, University of California
ITEP, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
NIMROD, Harwell, England
JINR, Dubna, U.S.S.R.
ZGS, Argonne, Illinois

*CERN, Switzerland
*AGS, Brookhaven, New York
*SerpU(JOv, U.S.S.R.

ronSnchrotrons

Frascati, Italy
Lund, Sweden
Tokyo, Japan
California Institute of Technology
Cornell University, New York
Bonn, Germany
NINA, Daresbury, England

*DESY, Hamburg, Germany
*Cambridge Electron Accelerator,

Massachusetts
*Yerevan, U.S.S.R.
*Cornell University, New York

Electron Linear Accelerators

Mark ill, Stanford
Orsay, France
Kharkhov, U.S.S.R.
SLAC , Stanford

*Alternating gradient synchrotrons
**Numbers rounded off

April 1957

September 1961

April 1962

July 1962

July 1964

October 1, 1965

December 1965

February 12, 1966

May 21, 1966

June 2,

June 22,

July 13,

October

1966

1966

1966

17, 1966

November 1966

January 10, 1967

1.5 A

3 interlaced beams with
independently adjustable
pulse length and current

2856 MHz

24 hours/day
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HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
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